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1.1 Ceramics 
Ceramics have been expec• ed to be employed as strudural materials under severe 
environments w here metals and/or organic macromolecule materials can no• be used , 
because ceramics have high m e l• ing poin• , high chemical resistance and relatively small 
densi• y . Alumina (Ab03J, silcon nitride (ShN4) , silcon carbide (SiC) and •e • ragonal zirconia 
polycrystal (TZP) are representative s• ructural ceramics , w hich have been applied to an 
engine , a cut • ing • 001 and a sealing material[l]. Recentlγ ， ceramics are developed in 
various fields such as electric and magnetic materials. Ceramics have played an important 
role in fhe industry; AI203and mulli• e (3AI203'2Si02) have been used as a insulator, zircon iα 
(Zr02) as an ionic condudor[2] and some 0• her ceramics , such as barium • itanate (BaTi02), 
zinc oxide (ZnO) and lead zirconate • itanate (Pb(Zr,T i) 0 3, PZT) , as dielec• ric subs•ance , 
semiconducfor and piezoelec• ri c ceramic. 
Mechαnical proper•ies of ceramics strongly depend •heir atomic bond-s•ate , i.e., ionic or 
covalenf bond. Generallγ ， ceramics have high Young's modulus and strength, in contrast 
wifh low fra c ture • oughness , w hich results in bri什 le fracture. Such bri• fle fradure is 
undesirable , because the material is broken wi• hout notice. Thus many a什empts have 
been made • o im prove frac• ure toughness of ceramics , including transforma• ion 
fougheningαnd composife techniques (i. e ., second phase ma• erials, such as ceramic fiber 
and whisker and metal particle reinforce ceramics[3A]). Zr02 isone of materials which 
effectivelγu ↑ ilize ↑ ransformafion toughening. 
1.2 Zirconia 
1.2.1 Crystallography and P h ase Transformation 
Zr02 was discovered in Brazil 05 natural mineral , baddeleyite , by Hussak in 1892[5]. I• was 
Ruff and Eberf who first investigated crystal s•ructure of pure Zr02, and idenfified monoclinic 
phase at low tempera• ure and fetragonal phαse a • high temperature by using X-raγ 
diffracfion in 1929. I• has been clear that the phase • ransforma• ion of pure Zr02 occurs 
reversiblγwi↑ h hysteresis as following Eq. (1-1) [5J , 
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Fig. 1-1 shows three Zr02 polymorphs[3]. The cubic phase at high tempera• ures has 
fluori• e-type crγs1al structure. The • e • ragonal and monoclinic phase are considered 
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3000 physical proper• ie .s of Zr02 are The representative fluori • e struc• ure . distortions of the 
summarized in Table 卜 1 [6]. In addi• ion, Ruff and Eber• also found that phase ↑「αnsforma ↑ ion
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high-oxides also s• abilize After thaL it has been found that various me• al of CaO. 
Pure Zr02 could no• be used for fabricating ceramic forms due to tempera•ure polymorphs. 
However, adding s• abi lizer made d ifficult • o occur the lhe disrupfive volume change. 
Therefore • he high ↑ empe rαture disrupfive phase transformation during cooling process. 
cubic fluorite type phase can be mαin tained at the room temperature. 
Fig. 1-2 1 n parf icu la r, Y203 slabilized Zr02 (Y-Zr02) system has been e x ↑ e nsivelγ s tuclie d. 
1000 show s Y70yZrO? phase diagram a • the ZrOTrich end proposed by Scott [7] , nevertheless , 
1-2 ha• ched region in Fig. The uncer• ain . phases have s• ill boundories among three 
M: monoclinic 
T: tetragonal 
C: cubic 
L: liquid 
essential has • wo Y-Zr02 sγ s t em m-ZrOTt-Zr02 transition. nonequilibrium ind?ates the 
M+C 
500 diferences from other systems such as Ca-Zr02 and M g-Zr02 interms of ↑ ronsformatiorト
First, the ex te n• o f the •e • rag onal solid solution ronge is much lorger in the Y-• o ug he ning. 
Mole % YO 1.5 
Fig. 1 ・ 2 Zr02-rich end of the Y2ﾜJ-Zrﾜ2 phase diagram. Nonequilibrium 
homogeneous phases are indicated at the lower margin. Hatched region 
indicates nonequilibrium monoclinic-tetragonal transition[7]. 
O 
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Zr02, and second , •he •emperature of the t-Zr02 to m-Zr02 transformation is very low. 
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Toughening 
Garvie et al. repor•edtha• it is possible to •oughen Zr02 by using the phase transforma•ion 
Transfor円、 ationPhase 1.2.2 Fm3m P4 2J nmc 
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Since their report, Zr02 has received much attention for sfructural maferials due in 1975[8]. 
(c) Cubic 
Fig. 1-1 Schemalic illustrations of the three Zr02 polymorphs: (a) monocl inic, (b) tetragonal and (c) 
cubic. Their space groups are indicated. Black and white spheres correspond to Zr and 0 atoms. 
(a) Monoclinic 
•o the phase •ransforma•ion •oughening; Zr02 has been widelγused as not only matrix bu• 
properties of Zr02 and Zr02 system. 
toughened ceramics (ZTC) sfrongly depend on the phase transformation , which isatfec•ed 
bγthe cherγìical species and con• ent of s• abilizer[9] . 
fhe • ransformabilify dramatically decrease with increasing in temperature due to increase 
How ever, it has been reported that 
The dispersion in composi• e 。Iso second phase 
in s• abili• y of • e trogo nal phose [10]. On • he other hond , Sw oin e • 01 . [11] sugges• ed the 
limifafion of s•rength-•oughness fm Zr02 ceramics toughened by transformation, it is difficul• 
to cope with both s•rength and foughness for •ronsformotion toughened materials. 
For fhe fransformafion toughening, retention of t-Zr02 a • room fempera •ure is imporfαn ↑ ， 
becouse mefa針。ble t -Zr02 ist he • oughening agent and • he increase in the • oughness is 
Transformotion deeplγrelotes to 
microstruc• ure , i.e. , groin size , stabilizer c on• en t,• hermal history , • emperoture , impuri• y and 
3 
caused by • he transformation from • -Zr02 to m-Zr02[12]. 
123.22 
5.84 gcm" 
6.10 gcm" 
26800C 
37300C 
2 x 1 0-6 K.1 
8 x 1 0-6 K.1 
8.8 -12 x 10右 K. 1
0.004 cal . s . 1 . cm・ 1 . K . '
0.005 cal.s.1.cm.1.K-1 
Table 1 ・ 1 The physical prope附es of Zr02[6]. 
Molecular weight 
Theoretical density ??????????mぬ
Melting point 
Boiling point 
Coefficient of thermal expansion -130 --80"C 
-80 --50OC 
500 -1000"C 
1 OOOOC 
1300"C 
Thermal conductivity 
2 
d s1αbilizer content. defect[3 ,13,14] , especiolly , graln s 
3 mol% Y203 doped Zr02 (3Y-TZP) is 0 r 仰ese 川向川ot↑阿 mat向川↑恰附刷e町引ri削i↑竹ransforma ↑刊ion ↑oughen同1計ing; i汁↑ hoωs much higher streng•th and f什ra c1 ur陪e ↑toughness ↑ hon mos1 
ot↑he町r cer悶om川n吋1甘icαs at ambi氾en叶1汁↑ 1恰emper悶otωur陀e.
The s1rengfhening ond • oughening mechonisms for トZr02 and ZTC are clossified 05 
follows[3 ,6, 15 , 16]. 
1. S1ress-induced • ransformotion toughening 
2. M icrocracking 
3. Bridging 
4. Crock deflection 
5. Ferroelas• ic te• ragonol domoin switching 
6. Surface •ransformo•ion •oughening 
7. Residuol stress •oughenlng 
Al1hough , mechanisms of 2, 34 ond 7 are observed for other ceramic based moterials ,• hose 
of 1, 5 and 6 ore intrinsic for the トZr02 ond ZTCs ・ Eochtoughening mechanism is indicafed 
os follows. 
1. S1ress-induced transformotion toughening[12] 
This •oughening mechonism is considered as a dominαnt mechonism in the 
• ransformo•ion toughened moteriols , ond itis used •o increose the frocture •oughness of Zr02 
bosed moterials. This mechanism belongs to crack shielding mechonisms[3] ・ The
toughening occurs via the developmen• of tronsformed zone (process zone) around crack ' 
1ip. The process zone is a source of s• ress , in which crock is closed by compressive stresses 
generated by volume expansion accomponied by the •ransforma•ion of melastoble ↑-Zr02・
The toughness for • ronsformation toughening moterials, K/(ご， can be expressed as 
following equo•ion[17 ], 
t rf mηvttkVEh112 
K.~r = K ,rnl + _'_1 ~ 1-2) 
山 一 1-V 
w here KlCm ， η ， V,. .?V, E, h and vare frac• ure • oughness of moterial surrounding • ransformed 
Zr02, a constan1. volume froc•ion of • -Zr02, coefficient of cubical expansion. Young' 5 modulus. 
• hickness of process zone and Poisson' s ratio. respedively. Therefore • he increase In 
thickness of process zone iseffec1ive to improve the fracture •oughness. The increase in the 
fhickness is caused by enlargement of grain size or decrease in the stabilizer content to a 
minimum volue required to s1abilized the t-Zr02・ HOWfラver， when • ransformCl• ion occurs • 00 
eαsy. 1he toughness increases con• rary •o the decrease in strength , which is caused bγthe 
limifotion of strength suggested by Swain [11]. 
4 
2. Microcracking[18] 
M icrocrocking is one of crack-1ip shielding toughening mechanisms. Ceramics 1hot 
contain localized residual s•resses are known 10 be capable of microcracking. Microcrack 
nuclea1ion becomes more probable as the scale of the residual stress field increases. 
During cooling in fabrication process, residual s• resses can arise from 1he various sources. 
Common sources of fhese s• resses are thermal expansion aniso • ropy ond • hermal 
expansion mismα ↑ch be•ween phases or phase • ransformations. For 1-Zr02 case , 
microcrack is clossified into 1hree: (i)preexisfing microcracks genera•ed around transformed 
Zr02 parficles( m-Zr02 particles) during cooling processes , (i) sfr，θ 55-わduced microcracks 
genera•ed by s• ress field accompanied w i• h crack propagationαnd (ii) microcrack 
accompanying fransformafion genera1ed by expansive s1rain via transformotion from t-Zr02 
to m-Zr02・
M icrocrack • oughening mechonism is charaderized by following 1hree mechanisms: 
(a) • he formo • ion of s1ress volumetric s• rain by microcrack formation , (b) the redudion of 
Young's modulus in process zone and (c) • he local decrease in • he fracture • oughness a1 
crack • ip. 
According to Evans e1 al. [19 ], when the microcrack-zone wake has uniform wid•h and the 
crack shielding exhibi•s a 5•eady-stafe value, microcrack toughening cαn be approxima•ed 
by the following expression 
KcOO /Kc : (l + O.4fs) + O.25!se-JhE/Kc ( 1-3) 
where K♂， Kc， た， (), h and E are the •oughness, the base toughness of fhe material , the volume 
fraction of microcrocks at satura1ion (microcrack density) ,• he dilatation, the fully developed 
wake of uniform width and Young's modulus before •ransforma•ion. respec•ively. The first 
•erm is the toughening that derived from the difference in modulus be•ween the microcrack 
process zone and the uncracked matrix. This 1erm is independen• of the size of the process 
zone. The second • erm refleds the influence of the dilata• ion on the toughness , and 
depends on the zone width. such that K，♂~~ 
As shown in Fig. 1-3[19]. fhe • oughness is ex peded to increase w ith groin size up • o the 
cri• ical pαr↑icle size for spon•aneous microcracking. For large grains , the ma•erial is alreodγ 
microcracked prior • o the application of stress. and further • oughening w ilonly arise if • he 
microcrack densi↑γcan increase. Increasing the volume fradion of the microcracks is 
clearly attrac•ive. however, interac• ion effects may increase the likelihood of spon•aneous 
transforma • ion and microcrack linking could be 0 prime source of preexis• ing flaw s in a 
material. These microcrocks do not contribu•e to crack shielding. 
5 
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Fractured Whiskers 
Bridging Whiskers 
Fig. 1 ・4 Schematic illustration of whisker bridging zone behind the crack tip. The closure 
stresses(σ-C) are imposed on the crack surfaces. 08 is the length of bridging zone. 
Grain size 
Fig.1 ・3 Effects of grain size on toughness of microcracking britle materiall. 
4. Crack deflectio0[21] 
3. 8ridaina and Dull out 
8ridging and pull out toughening mechanism isillustrated in Fig. ト4.
be observed in monoli• hic ceramics consis• ed of large grains or anisofropic grains such as 
Si3N~， and composi•es which are reinforced by whisker, fiber and large par• iculate. 
Crack deflection is one of toughening mechanisms; crack can be deflected by localized 
The deflection residual stress or by fracture resistant second phase 05 show n in Fig. 1-5. 
This mechanism can 
For this 
results in 0 • oughening due •o • he reduced driving force on the deflec• ed por• ion of the 
deflec1ion angles are func• ion of • he volume frad卲n and shape of the 
The largest defledion angles can be obtained in the case of rods , 
The 
deflecting ma• eríal . 
crack. 
mechanísm, the interfac僘l friction between ma•rix and second phase (bridging material) is 
Whisker reinforced composite is focused on • O 
Whisker bridging can occur at the unders•and bridging and pull ou• toughening effeds. 
impor• ant fac• or, particularlγ ， for pull out. 
intermediate in discs and • he least in spheres, the toughness increases w ith increase in 
The crack bypasses debonded wh﨎ker-matrix interface where fhe crack • ip approaches. 
the w hiskers and leaves them available for load carrying and • hey comple • ely bridge the 
8ehind the crack tip ,• he whiskers are pulled ou• of the mafrix as the crack-opening crack. 
(a) 
The ensuing failure , however, is not 
The •oughness increases wi • h 
The 
of whisker. 
cafasfrophic as the fibers continue to pull out of the matrix. 
increasing in the sfrength , volume frac• ion and whisker radius for reinforcing maferials. 
improvement in toughness , K WR, can be expressed bγfollowing Eq. (1-4)[20 ], 
displacement increases , until frac• ure 
Stress field dKWR = 2σC (2D
B 
/ rr)1/2 (1-4 ) 
Cr鰍 11
、、.，，，??，
a'E
‘、where σc and 08 are the closure stress which iscons•an• within the bridging zone and lengfh 
crack acco門lpanlesIn general, bridging • oughening of bridging 
deflectionαs explained in following par•. 
zone , respedively. 
Fig. 1-5 Schematic illustrations for crack deflection by (a) stress field and(b) dispersed paけicles.
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5. Ferroelαstic te• roqonol dorγloin switchinq 
This toughening mechonism w os proposed by Virkor et 01. [22] , w hich different from 
• ronsformo• ion toughening , becouse of no chonge of crys• 01 structure in this mechanism; 
onlγreorien↑ ation occurs w ithin the process zone. Within the stabilitγof the • e • ragonol 
phose field ,• he toughening by ferroelas• ic domain switching is possible. 11' the materials 
ex hibits this toughening , the hys• eresis loop is observed as show n in Fig. 1-6, and lorge 
residual strain can be obtained. Within stress field around a crock tip , if the local stress 
exceedsσ'c ， w hich is the coercive stress w ith the areo enciosed by the loop represen• ing 
mechanicol energγdissipoted in a single cycie , domain reorientation maγoccur and the 
shaded oreo in Fig. ト6 is •he energy obsorbed in the process. If the domoin reorientation 
occurs • o 0 distance , h , form plane of the crαck'ot • he condi• ion of critica li ↑γ(crock 
extension) , then the con• ribu• ion of domoin reorientation • o toughening , .1 Gc , and the 
•oughness, Kc, are given bγEqs. (1-5) and (1 -6) , 
?Gc =吋fdz
are日
01. 2hE r _ I 
Kr = K.〓Il+--=; 内情 |σdεl
u 』 |i-V(kcu)L J srf| 
( 1-5) 
( 1-6) 
in which εis the spontoneous strain , Kcois the •oughness in the absence of donnain 5 wi•ching, 
Eis Young's modulus of elos•icity ond v isPoisson's ratio. 
E 
σ 
:ZJおtfUぶ間;a;if;ぷ;:::JJ;;;2Lrk::;::1おじ2231fJ:;J?fjtfioZZ2fJg
with the area enclosed by t同 loop represen町 m帥anicれ附gy dissi附ed in a 叫心附
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6. Surfoce transformation •ouqheninq 
The surface transforma• ion •oughening is modifica• ion for the ex ternal surfoce bγthe 
phase tronsformation. In ceramics containing トZr02， compressive s• resses in • he surfoce 
10γer are produced bγthe locolized volume expansion which con be induced bγgrinding ， 
sand blas•ing orαlow- ↑empera ↑ure ↑reotmen ↑ as described in Fig . ト7[16]. Table 1-2 shows 
so 作1e techniques for • he introduction of co門1pressive s• resses su門1 什1αrized by Claussen et 
al.[16]. The compressive stress ， σcom， can be expressed bγfollowing equa•ion, 
VrE 申
σc()m 了よー (e' -~α~T) 
1-V 
( 1-7) 
where V(, E. e r，.1 α， .1 T and "are the volume fraction of transformed t-Zr02, Young' s modulus 
of transformed laγer， the volume chonge accomponied bγ ↑he ↑ransformation (: 0.04) , the 
thermal expansion mismatch be •ween • he t-Zr02 and • he matrix ,• he tempera• ure 
difference from temperatvre star• ing stress accumulation to room temperature and 
Poisson' s ratio. The frocture strength of a surface-•oughened ceramic ， σ ， can be predicted 
by Eq い -8) ，
K ,r MV(E. T
σ= ーマIC + 一ームー (e' -~a~T) 
y-v πα 1- v 
( 1-8) 
where K/C, Y and 0 ore the frocture toughness of •he composi• e , geometrical foc• or and flow 
size , respectively. M is the correction factor, which depends on the ratios of both the flow I 
size ond to the •hickness of pla•e is given by Eq. (1 -9). 
M=l ー (2α / 7rs) O く O く 5 ( 1-9) 
The surface toughening, KST, con be expressed by • he critical stress in•ensi•y fαc↑or， Kc , 
KST = K,c + Kc = K1C + Yσcom ~1ra. M (]-10) 
The effect of the com pressive s• resses s ↑ ronglγoffects ↑ he strength, and • hus t-Zr02 
containing ceramics exhibit high wear resis•ance and impoc• resis•ance by this toughening 
mechonism. 
Compressive stress Monoclinic Zr02 
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Fig. 1 ・7 Schematic illustration of the 
compressive stress imposed on the 
surface by the phase transformation. 
Zr02.oxygen ion vacancies (V針。re formed as follow; 
Table 1 ・ 2 Possible techniques for introduction of residual compressive stresses[1 包
Transformation induced Example Y203JEL→ 2Y~r + V~ +300 ?????Technique 
Grinding 
Sand blasting 
Quenching 
AI203・ZrQ2' PSZ...1 where Y' 7r and 00 are yttrium (Y) which subs• ituted for zirconium (Zr) having negative charge 
and oxygen (0) which substitu•ed for O. 
The ionic c onduc•ivity deeply depends on the •emperature. the defecf 5•ruc•ure and the 
defec• concentration. w hich are essen• ially fixed bγdopant type and conten• and are 
independent of temperafure and surrounding atmosphere [23]. The conduc• ivity of 
doped Zr02 follows an Arrhenius behavior over a wide • emperature range wi↑ hαctivation 
energy of z 1 eV. which increases with increasing in tempera• ure. On the other hand. the 
conductivify as a function of dopan• con• ent indicafes a maximum at or near • he lowest 
dopan• concen•ra • ion required • o s• abilized • he cubic phase (c-Zr02). and decreases wi• h 
increasing dopant concentration as show n in Fig. 1-8 [23]. The decrease in conduc↑ ivi ↑γis 
0 •• ributed to defect ordering. clustering. elec•rostafic in•erac• ions. precipi•o •ion of a second 
phase. e• c. In αddi ↑ ion ↑ o the features above mentioned. doped Zr02 has • hermal and 
chemical stabili • ies , and the conduction is • ruly electroly• ic.wi• h the transport number for 
oxygen ions nearlγunity and • he • ranspor• number for eledrons くく 1% 。↑ over a wide 
•emperafure range. 
The ionic conduc• ivify of stabilized Zr02 isutilized in a varie •y of devices. The major 
appl兤ations include an oxγgen sensor. an eledrochemical oxygen pump. a high 
• emperature fuel cell. a susceptor for induction hea• ing. 0 resis• ance heafing element. an 
electrodes for power genera•ion by magnetohydrodynamics, etc. 
Y203 par• ially and fullγ5 ↑ abilized Zr02 are one of the mos↑ widelγused solid electroly• es. 
This system appears. at presen•,• o have the best combination of electrical and mechanical 
proper• ies. The use of par• ially stabilized Zr02 arose from an interest in improving fhe 
mechanical proper•ies bγprecipifafion hardening a fluorite ma•rix phase. The presence of 
a second phase such as トZr0 2. how ever. migh• be expected to compromise the desired 
elec↑ rolγte conductivity. I n addi• ion. for par• ially stabilized Zr02, • ransforma• ion • o m-Zr02 
resul • 5 in fhe degradafion of • he mechanical properties during cγclic utilization. On the 
o • her hand. fullγstabilized Zr02, for instance. 8 mol% Y203 5• abilized Zr02 (8YSZ) which is 
exfensive lγknown as 0 solid elecfrolyfe in solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) a• high fempera • ures 
around 1000oC. is not 0 strong ma• erial and has poor • hermal conduc• ivify. in spite of 
excellent ionic conductivify. Considering some applica• ions. the mechanical properties 
and fhe thermal mismafch be•ween elec ↑rolγ ↑e and other components consis• of cell maγ 
be solved. because high mechanical stress causes due to sfacking w hich is • o obtain high 
efficiencγ. the inhomogeneous • empera• ure in the elec• rolyte and fhe thermal misma• ch 
befween electrolyte and fhe components. 
By stresses 
Heat treatment 
in Hf02 powder 
In alr 
In vacuum 
Chemically 
AI203・ZrQ2
Si3N4-Zr02, 
Mg-PSZ, Mg-CSZ*2 
AI203-Zr02 Low temperature 
(寸3 く M/4)
Ms of coating > 7"5 
Msof bulk > T 
AI203・Zr02
Cooling in liquid 
He or N2 for short periods 
Coating with 
(a)higher vol. fraction 
(b)larger paけicle size 
合 1 : Partially stabilized zirconia. 
吃: Cubic stabilized zirconia. 
合 3 : The cooling temperature. 
*4: The staパ temperature of transformation on cooling. 
合 5: The application temperature. 
7. Residual stress •ouahening[3] 
The residual 5• resses can arise due • O • hermal ex pansion aniso• ropy. • hermal expansion ' 
mismafch befween mafrix and second phase or transformed Zr0 2・ The stresses affect 
other loughening mechanism. such as microcracking. crack deflection. however. •he s• resses 
have effect of closing cracks direcfly when the stress are compressive. This toughening 
mechanism is impor•an• in composi• es incorpora• ing second phase with larg!e misma•ch of 
coeffic ien•5 of thermal expansion and Young' 5 modulus compared with matrix. 
1.2.3 lonic Conductivity 
CaO. M gO. Y203 and rare earth oxides doped Zr02 ceramics exhibit oxγgen 10nlC 
conduction. w hich are w idely used 05 a sol冝 oxide electroly• es. I• was I¥lernst who firs• 
recognized 0 conduction at high •empera•ure in Y203doped Zr02in 1900. Af1'er that. in 1943. 
Wagner established that the stabilized Zr02 con•ains oxygen ion vacancies and the defecfs 
of doped Zr02 are composed of oxγgen ion vacancies[5]. Furthermore. oxygen ion 
vacancγis created • o achieve the electrical neu• rali• y be•ween Zr4+ and dopant cations. 
The increase in oxygen vacαncyenhances the diffusivity of oxygen ion, and thus some Zr02 
with oxides dopants possess high oxygen ionic conductivitγ. In the case of Y203 doped 
10 11 
(d) Nano/nano・type(c) IntraJinter-type (b) Inter-type (a) Intra-type 
CaO 
-2 
-3 
F-EUC
\lomo
一
-4 
Fig. 1 ・9 The schematic illustration of typical four types of nanocomposites. /'ぞ203
10 15 
mol% 
Fig. 1-8 The ionic conductivity of Zr02 stabilized with different oxides at 800oC. 
25 20 5 。
1.4 Purpose 
打lentioned ombien• 。 1properties mechonicol excellen• hos 3Y-TZP 。bove ，As 
In 
On the 0 • her hond , 8YSZ possesses high ionic conduc• ivity , which is widely 
used os 0 solid electroly• e , however, its mechonicol properties ore qui• e low bo• h 。↑。nd ' microcomposites two: in• o clossified 。recomposites bosed 
Thus i• is importon•• o improve the mechonicol proper• ies ombien• ond high temperotures. Whisker, The former is micro-sized second phose dispersed composi• es. nonoco斤lposites.
Increoslng wifh occurs proper• ies the of degrado• ion However, temperoture. 
• emperoture. 1.3 Composites 
Ceramic 
for bofh moteriols 0• ombien• ond high •empero•ures to widen • heir opplicofions. fiber. plotelet ond micro-sized particle are used 050 second phose, which moinly loco•es ot 
ond the strength for 3Y-TZP high-temperature In improvements In this studγ ，↑ he The improvemen• in frocture •oughness by bridging, crock •he grain boundories of mofrix. 
mechonicol properties for 8YSZ were 0什empted bγusing • he nonocomposi• e • echnique deflection foughening is expec•ed for microcomposifes cose. 
wos porficulote Nono-sized SiC w hich is voluαble ↑ o streng• hening ond toughening ・nono-sized porticulote reinforced composites, in w hich the The lotter is one of • he 
seleded 05 0 second phose , becouse SiC possesses high frocture s• rength ot elevo• ed boundories. groln the ot ond/or grolns motrix • he wi• hin dispersed IS por• iculofe 
tempero• ures , high fhermol shock resis• once ond low coefficient of thermol exponsion. 
The purpose of the present w ork is • o investigofe the effeds of nono-size SiC dispersion on 
(0) 
nono/nono-
1-9[24]. 
introgronulor-fγpe. (b) infergronulor-fype. (c) infra/intergrαnulor-↑γpe ond (d) 
type nonocomposites. Recen• Iy vαrious kinds of ceramic bosed nonocomposites in 附e
Fig. In shown os CIαssified in• o four • ypes fur• her 。reNonocomposites 
mechonicol on fhe groin grow th. ond densificofion ond micros• ructure including the 
For 3Y-TZP. •he effec•s of SiC porticles on fhe •ronsformofion properfies for 3Y-TZP ond 8YSZ. ceromic/ceramic[25 .2 6.27.28.29 ], ceromic/me•01[30 ,31 .32.33] ond intermefollic/ceromic[34] 
composite systems hove been researched. Of • hese nonocomposifes. fhe oxide bosed WOS olso 5• udied becouse • he transformo• ion • oughening strongly offeds its mechonicol 
Meαnw hile , for 8YSZ , the SiC dispersion effed on the ionic conductivi• y wos 
T 0 clorify the effeds of nono-sized porticles, severol micro-sized SiC porticles 
proper• ies nonocomposites demonstrated significontly improved mechonicol properties even ot high 
For example, fhe frocfure s•rength [2 5] ond creep resisfonce [2 62 7] of Ab03 
were improved by 3 • o 5 times ond by 3 • o 4 orders by incorporafing only 5 vol% nαno-sized 
discussed. temperotures. 
dispersed microcomposites wos olso fobrico• ed ond their mechonicol proper• ies were 
evoluoted. SiC par• iculofe, respec ↑ ivelγ. 
The contents of this • hesis ore os follows. 
In this chopter the properties of TZP ond fully stobilized Zr02, the • oughening mechonisms 
13 12 
for • ransforma• ion ma• erials and rela• ed composi• es and ceramic composi• es were 
reviewed and the objective of •he present work were described. 
In Chapter 2, fabrication processes for Zr02 (3Y-TZP and 8YSZJ/SiC nano-and microｭ
composites were demonstrated, and the effects of nano-and micro-sized SiC par• icles on 
densification and grain grow th were inves• iga• ed. The difference of residual s• resses , 
which depends on coefficient of •hermal expansion (CTE) mismαtch be•ween Zr02 and SiC 
and morphologγof SiC particle disfribution, between nano-and microcomposites were 
discussed. 
In Chap1er 3 , the mechanical proper• ies for Zr02 monoli什lS and ZrO-JSiC nano-and 
microcomposites were studied. The relationship between micros• rudure and the 
mechanical proper• ies was clarified. For 3Y-TZP, the effeds of SiC dispersion on • he phase 
1ransformability were discussed. 
In Chapter 4, the high-• emperature fradure s• rength for bo• h 3Y-TZP /SiC and 8YSZ/SiC 
nanocomposite systems , and toughness for 3Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposite systems were 
evalua • ed. The effecfs of nano-sized SiC particulαte on the proper• ies and deforma• ion 
behavior were discussed. 
In Chap• er 5,• he ionic conduc• ivi• y for 8YSZ monoli• hs, 8YSZ/SiC nano・ and
microcomposites was evaluated by impedance analysis. The effects of SiC dispersion on 
the grain boundary and lat• ice conduc• ivi• y were inves• iga• ed. 
In Chapter 6, the resulfs of presen• work were summarized. 
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2 Fabrication, Microstructure and Residual Stresses of 
ZrOjSiC Composites 
2.1 Introduction 
3 mol% も03doped tetrαgonol Zr02 (3Y-TZP) is 0 represento• ive structurol mo•eriol ond hos 
excellent mechonicol properties due •othe •ronsformotion •oughening from te•rogonol (ト)
to monoclinic (m-) Zr02[1]. However. transformotion toughening is onlγeffec1 ive ot 
ombient temperoture. The rapid degrodo•ion of mechonicol proper• ies con be observed 
with increosing temperoture employed, becouse the • ronsformotion • oughening effec1 
decreoses 0 • higher temperatures due to the increose in s• obility of t-Zr02[2]. M ony 
ollempts hove been mode to resolve this degrodotion of 3Y-TZP. for exomple, by dispersing 
second phose mo• eriols such os w hiskers. plo• elets. fibers or porticles w ith high Young I s 
modulus[3 ,4 .5.6.7 .8]. In oddi• ion. composite • echniques hove been olso opplied to 
improve the poor mechonicol proper• ies of 8 mol% Y203 fuly s• obilized Zr02 (8YSZ)[9.10.11 ), 
w hich is w el-know n 05 0 solid elecfrolyte w i• h high oxygen ionic conduc1 ivi• y over wide 
ronges of temperature ond oxygen por• iol pressure[12.13.14]. It is expec1ed thot the 
improvemenl in mechonicol properties 0 • both ombien• and eleva• ed • emperatures 
widens Ihe opplicolion for both 3Y-TZP ond 8YSZ. 
Convenlionol composite technique • hot micro-sized secondory reinforcingl phαses ore I 
dispersed inlo molrix (denoted by microcomposites) is one of the most effective methods 
10 improve mechonicol proper•ies. especiolly frocture •oughness. ond widely used. In such 
o composite. the microぅized second phoseαre predominon ↑|γlocoted ot groin boundaries 
of the motrix groins. However. the improvemen• hos no• been sufficien• in these 
microcomposites. Recent reseorches exhibi• thot ceromic composites incorporoting 
nono-size porticulote within motrix groins ond/or ot the groin boundaries (nonocomposi•es) 
possess excellent mechonicol proper• ies ot bo• h room ond high tempero• ures[15.16]. In 
the nonocomposile systems. it hos been reported thot dispersing ultro-fine (50-300 nm) 
second phose porticles wi• h lower coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) into the mo• rix 
with higher CTE contribu•es significont s• reng• hening. In composi• e moteriols. • he s• resses 
depending on • he CTE mismotch orise in 01 over motrix ond dispersed second 
phose [17.18.19]. 1 n addition. other stress ond s• roin ore generα ↑ed due to cons• ric• ion bγ 
neighbor groins for polγC印5↑ olline mo• eriols. w hich ore colled nonuniform s• ress ond 
stroin[20]. Both stresses ond s• roins ore genera• ed in cooling process from sintering 
lemperoture 10 room temperoture. 1• has been reported thot these s• resses and s• ro ins 
contribute 10 strengthening and toughening of ceramic composi• es . 
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In Ihis work. nonocomposite • echnologies ore opplied •o bolh 3Y-TZP ond 8YSZ in order to 
improve mechonicol properties ot ombient ond elevoted temperotures. Nono-sized SiC 
porliculote is used os 0 second phose. becouse SiC hos much lower CTE. higher Young I s 
modulus thon 3Y-TZP ond 8YSZ ond excellent mechonicol properties ot not onlγroom 
temperoture, but olso high lemperotures. 1• will be effective to improve their mechonicol 
properties. 
In this chopter. first , lhe detoils of the fobrico• ion process of Zr02 (3Y-TZP ond 8YSZ)/SiC 
composi •es were described. Second. • he sin• ering behovior ond micros• ructure of ZrO? 
monoli• hs ond Zr0 2/nonoぅized SiC composites (nonocomposi• es) were investigo• ed . 
becouse they ore essen• iol parometers in order • o unders• ond toughening ond 
5•rengthening mechonisms ond other properties. In oddi• ion. to moke cleor effec• s of 
nono-sized SiC porticles on Ihe micros• rucfure. nonocomposi• es were compored wi•h 
microぅize SiC dispersed Zr02 composi •es . Furthermore the stresses ond slroins genero•ed in 
fobricotion processes were olso discussed. 
2.2 Residual Stress and Strain 
There hos been increosed inleres• in streng• hening ond • oughening polycry'stolline 
ceromics by incorporo• ing porticles or w hiskers w ithin • he matrix. Wi• h incorpora• ing 0 
second phose w hich hos differen• thermol ex ponsion from mo• rix. • he slresses orise in ↑ h宇
material. w hich influence the mechonicol proper• ies such os • oughness and 5• rength. The ?
differences in not only the lhermol expansion bu• olso • he elas• ic constants (Young I s 
modulus) of motrix ond second phose resul• in generotion of s• resses. These s• resses ore 
im posed 01 over • he moteriol. w hich ore clossified uniform stresses. ond • hus the uniform 
stroins orise in lottice. On the other hond. the nonuniform 5• resses ond strains w hich ore 
produced bγthe res ↑roin ↑ bγits neighbor olso impose the moteriol. even monolith. Uniform 
ond nonuniform 5•rains ore described 05 follows and shown in Fig. 2-1 [20]. The both s•resses 
ond strains con be measured by X-ray diffraction anolysis[21 .22.23.24.25] 
Un凬orm stra匤: If the groin is given 0 uniform tensile slroin 0 • righ• ongles to the reflecting 
plones. their lottice spocing becomes lorger thon originol spocing. do• and the corresponding 
diffroc•ion peok shifts •o lower ongles but no shope change (Fig. 2-1 (b)). The uniform strain 
is genera•ed by mochining stress ond/or •hermoelos• ic s• resses which con be calculoted by 
using the difference of CTE. L1 α ， and Young I s modulus. L1 E. be•ween motrix ond second phose. 
The thermoelostic s• resses olso influence the nonuniform s• ress ond genero• e the localized 
stresses. 
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stlould become lorger compored with • hose between mo•rix ond motrix. Theγenhonce 
no• only uniform stress, bu• olso the nonuniform stress genero• ed ot the groin boundories. 
Internol stress of second phose moy be reloxed moinly by grain boundory diffusionol creep 
mechanism of ma•rix. 
For nonocomposi• e , 1he in• ernol s• resses in motrix groins ond dispersed second phose 
por•icles wi•hin matrix grains could be reloxed by both groin boundary and la • tice diffusional 
creep mechanisms. The 10 什ice diffusion is usuallγactive ot •emperatures several hundred 
degrees higher thon the groin boundorγdiffusion ， therefore , the reloxotion by • he former 
s•ops higher tempera ture than thot by the la•• er during cooling down process. The internol 
5•resses for matrix groins incorporating second phose ore olways higher ↑ hon 什10se for 
intergranular dispersion, unless other reloxation mechanisms w ork. In addilion, composite 
materiols display 1hot the diffuison in motrix/second phose in1erface is depressed[27] , which 
exhibits significontly higher creep resis•once[28]. 
Nonuniform strain: 1• is genero•ed bγ ↑he nonuniform stress, which is localized and different 
from neighbors , depending on groin size, crys•01 structure ond geome•ry os exploin following. 
The change in shope of 0門y groins, isdetermined not only by • he uniform stress applied • o 
whole ma• erial , bu• olso by the foct thot eoch groin re•ains contoct on its boundory surfaces 
wi• h 01 i• s neighbors because of • his inferoction between groins. Nonuniform s• ress 
generotes moinly ot grain boundory ond os 0 resul• of the restroint by its neighbors ond forms 
a gradient of s1ress field: A plas• ically deformed grain in 0 solid aggregote usuolly has 
regions of its la •• ice left in an elasticallγben ↑ or twisted condi•ion and imposed nonuniform 
strain , that is , grain is bent and the s•rain is nonuniform (Fig. 2-1 (c)); • he la什ice spacing on the 
•op (tension) side exceeds do, while 1hat on the bottom (compression) side is srnaller •han dひ
This grain is composed of αnumber of small regions wi•h different lot• ice spadng, and os 0 
whole ,• he broodened diffroction line is observed. 
The nonuniform s• resses ond strains are enhanced by incorpora• ing second phose w ith 
differen1 charoc• er. Such difference of CT E, Young's modulus , sintering ra• e , diffusion ra • e 
between matrix/mo•rix and matrix/second phose should cause difference of reloxation. 
According to Choa[26 J, t1 T, • he temperature chonge from the temperature ot w hich 
s•resses begin •o be accumula•ed in the mo•erial to room • emperature , depends on a kind 
of creep processes as described in Fig. 2-2. The de•ail of s•ress accumulation mechonism is
ex ploined os follow 5: 01 hough fhe 5• resses ond stroins ore generoted during cooling in 
sin1ering process , the s• ress reloxation by diffusionol creep processes olso occurs during 
cooling. Lottice and grain boundarγdiffusional creep ore importan• foctors to relax the 
stresses. 1 n oddi• ion , slip or grain boundory sliding which are described in Chopter 4 moy be ' 
importan• factors of stress relaxotion a • high temperotures. Onlγdiffusionol creep 
mechonisms, however, are considered os s•ress relaxo• ion mechonism , because the grains 
ore constroined ond con• inuous sliding wi• hou• diffusion can not take place as long os fhe 
groin boundaries remain coherent in dense polycrys• alline. In cooling process from 
sintering temperature , the stress relaxotion by the laftice diffusional creep stops at first. and 
then , the relaxa• ion by groin boundory diffusionol creep stops at lower • emperotures. Thus 
• he stress is groduolly occumulo• ed with decreasing temperature. 
Three kinds of typical materials are show n in Fig. 2-2: 0 single phase polycrys• alline 
material , a microcomposite and a nonocomposite which have •wo phoses wi• h different 
proper• ies. For single phose polycrγs↑ alline ma• eriol , nonuniform stresses arise in 
polycrys• alline ma• erial due to • hermoelas• ic foctor ond cons• raint by oniso• ropy of grains 
and neighbors , however, amount of the stresses is influenced on i•s oniso• ropy. The stresses 
increase wi• h increasing grαin size. In monolithic cose , grain boundory diffusional creep 
moy be dominon• mechanism to relax ony s• resses developed. 
For microcomposi• e , second phase moteriols are moinly loco• ed ot groin boundary of 
the mafrix as illus•rafed . The •hermoelas• ic differences be•ween ma•rix ond second phose 
@ 
Crystal lattice 
--1 doト
|rTl-I I J
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Diffraction peak 
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Fig. 2-1 Effect of lattice strain on diffraction peak width and position. 
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In fac•, the stresses depend on the L1 αand L1E can be calculated bγusing follow ing Eq 
(2-1 )[18] 
2 f，ßαJ E 
σ=(I-fp)(P+2)(l+Vm)+3Wp(1-vm) 
(2-1 ) 
σ 一-2(1 - !p)ßαl 
P (1-fp)(ﾟ + 2)(l + Vm) + 3ßf,,(1- Vn.) 
where σ， f， α/， E and V are the average stress , fhe volume fradion , the CTE misfif s• rain , 
Young' s modulus , Poisson' s ratio , and subscripfs p and m indica•e dispersed parficulate and 
(2-2) 
(2-3) 
where Tp, TR ， αandδdenote processing • emperature , room • emperature , CTE and • he 
isotropic •ensor (Kronecker's delta) , and L1 T = Tp - TR• 
and Specimen Preparation 
3 mol% and 8 mol% Y203 doped Zr02 powders with an average crys• alline size of 20 nm 
2.3 Experimental Procedure 
Fabrication 2.3.1 
(Sumi•omo Osaka Cemenf Co. Ltd.) and f)-SiC powder wi•h average par•icle size of 150 nm 
(Mitsui • ouatsu Kagaku L fd.) were used as 0 mαtrix and 0 second phase • o fabricate the 
Fur• hermore , SiC powders wi• h 1.2, 3Y -TZP /SiC and 8YSZ/SiC nanocomposites, respectively. 
(Fujimi Abrasives Co. Ltd.) were used as 0 second phase to fabrica• e 4.0 and 30μm 
microcomposites in order •o confirm effec•s of dispersed second phase size on densification , 
The details of the microstruc• ure and mechanical/eledrical proper• ies of co m posi• es. 
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powders used are shown in Table 2-1. 
Fig. 2-3 indicates • he overall fabrication procedure adopted in •his study. 
and SiC powders were mixed bγconventional we • ball-milling method in EtOH using 
Balトmilling time for nanocomposi• es , 1.2 , 4.0 and 30μm microcomposites , zirconia balls 
Af• er we• 
ball-milling , fhe mixed powders were dried, then the powders were dry-ball milled for 12 h, 
was 48 h, 3 h, I h and 2 h, in order • o ensure the homogenei• y , respedively. 
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3 h, 1 h, ond 2 h toelimino• e ogglomero•ed powders , respec ↑ivelγ. 
The mixed powders were ploced in a graphi• e die coated wi• h BN slur印↑o ovoid 
reoction b etween • he powder ond die. Ho• pressing w os performed in Ar otmosphere 
under 30 M Pa of opplied pressure for 1 h ot • emperature range from 1350 • o 18500C for 
3Y-TZP sys• em and from 1300 to 19000C for 8YSZ system , respectively. The de• oils of hot 
pressing progrom is show n in Fig. 2-4. The heating rate W os 20oC/min from room 
tem peroture • o sinfering temperoture. In order to eliminate residual humidi↑γfrom the 
powder, it wos kep• at 5000C for 40 min in vocuum condition. The pressure of 30 MPo wo s 
applied after holding ot 500oC. and then Ar gas was in• roduced 0 • 1100oC. )\f• er holding 
the specimen ot the ho• pressing • emperoture for 1 h, the specimen w os cooled dow n • 0 
1 OooC with 20oC/min in cooling ra •e , and then , the electric power of furnoce wos turn off. 
The somples were cooled inside the furnace cooling ond applied pressure was releosed ot 
4000C. The obtained hot pressed samples which were 44 mm in diomeler 5 mm in 
thickness were cu↑ withαdiomond sow. ground w ith 0 diomond w he• 5• one ond polished 
with 0 . 5μm diamond slurrγto rectongulor bors with 3 x 4 x36 mm. Surface of 
perpendiculαr direction to hot-pressing direction wos used for vorious evoluotions for 
mechonicol proper• ies . 
-ﾟSiC 
particle size: 150 nm ， 1 .4 μm ， 
4.0μm and 30μm 
Wet ball川 in E剛山 h
Dr叩yi川ng
叩山川a剖II-m川「↑i11rril1|H川in吋gω山fo伽刷叩O町M叩rけ巾1吃2
Si氾ev山ing under 150μm 
Hot pressing for 1 h inAr at 30 MPa 
C 州g/G 吋n吋g/P向州州01凶li侶S州
Evaluations 
Fig. 2-3 Fabrication procedure for 3Y-TZP/SiC and 8YSZlSiC nano-and microcomposites. 
Sintering temperature, 1 h 
3Y-TZP(3 mol% Y203)*1 0.023# 
11 00oC1 0 min 
Table 2・ 1 Characteristics of Zr02 (3Y-TZP and 8YSZ) and βSiC powder used. 
Micro ﾟ-SiC (#400)時 30 
Major impurities / wt% 
AI20 3:O.0007, Si02:O.0027 , 
Fe20 3:O.0006, Ti02:O.0006, 
Na20:O.0003, CI:0.0103 , 
AI20 3:O.0024, Si02:O.0054 , 
Fe20 3:O.0005, Ti02:O.0001 , 
Na20:O.0011 , CI:O.0086, 
Si02:O.12, free-C:0.1 0 
Fe:0.019, Cr:0.007, AI:0.003 
Ca:く0.002
free-C:2.0. Fe:0.3 
free-C:2.0, Fe:0.3 
free-C :0.5, Fe:0.3 
11000 C, 10 mi 
、. Ar gas ? ?n川??戸U?? ??????z'
、
、
、
、
、
Average grain size /μm 
8YSZ(7.97 mol% Y203)川 0 . 019#
、
、
~PPlied pressure of 30 MPa 
Vacuum 
、
、
ス\
Release pressure 
4000C 
、
、
、
Nano ﾟ-SiC*2 0.15 
Fig. 2-4 Hot pressing program 
Micro ﾟ-SiC (#8000)*3 1.2 
Micro ﾟ-SiC (対 3000)*3 4.0 
叶: Sumitomo Osaka Cement Co. , Ltd. (Japan) 
吃: Mltsui Touatsu Kagaku Ltd. (Japan) 
な FujimiAbrasives Co. , Ltd. (Japan) 
指: Crystalline size measured by X-ray diffraction 
2.3.2 Evaluation 
Relo• ive densi•v 
Densi• y of the specimen wos meosured bγthe Archimedes method using foluene at 
room temperature. The relo • ive density wos de• ermined by dividing the opporent density 
bγfhe theore• icol density which wos cαIculoted ossuming the specific grovity of 3Y-TZP. 8YSZ 
ond ß-SiC •o be 6.08.5.96 and 3.22 g/cm3, respec• ively. 
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Charac •eriza• ion 
Crystaline phases of • he sintered specimens were de• ermined by x -raγdiffradome↑ ry 
(50 kV, 150 mA, RU-200B, Rigaku Co. L•d ., Japan) ・ X-raγdiffraction (XRD) pa• tern was taken 
using CuKαradiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) ・ The 2() angle scanning ra• e was 40 /rnin , and • he 
identification of phases presen• in the specimens was referred to JCPDS (Join• Commit of 
Power Diffraction standards) da•a. 
Microsfrucfure 
In order fo investigate the microstruc•ure such as grain structure or distribution of second 
phase addition , the specimens were thermally etched 0 • 1300 to 1 4500C in air for monolith 
and in Ar for composi• es , respedively. The surfaces of thermally e • ched specimens were 
observed by using scanning elec• ron microscopy (SEM , model S-5000 , Hitachi Co ・ L ↑ d . ).
Grain size and its distribution were analγzed from SEM pho•ographs by using imoge analysis 
•echnique (NIH image , Na•ionallnstifu•e of Heal•h, USA). Transmission electron microscopγ 
(TEM , H-81 00 , Hitachi Co. Ltd.) w as used a↑ αn accelerating voltage of 200 kV •o observe the 
disfribu• ion of SiC parficles. TEM samples were prepared using conven• ional thinning 
procedure , that is , mechanically grinding dow n • o 150μm ， and ↑ hen ， drilling by using 
ul•rasonic to obtain 3 mm diame•er discs. The obtained thin discs were dimpledαnd finallγ 
thinned bγAr ion beam. 
Nonuniform S•rain and Crvs•al Size 
XRD analysis was carried out from 45 0 •o 1100 using Si pow der as an internal s• andard. I 
Scan speed was 0.300/min using CuKαradiation(λ= 1 .5418A). In this work, it wαs assumed 
that the peak broadening depended on bofh crystalline size and nonuniform strain, w hich 
were approximated by Cauchyand Gauss types func•ions, respectively[23,24,2 5]. Crys•al 
size and nonuniform strain were calcula• ed from peaks of Si and 8YSZ (YO.1SZrO.8S01.93) in XRD 
pattern obtained bγusing integral w idth me• hod . Infegral width cαn be ex pressed bγ 
following Eq. (2-4) , 
(d2 θ)2 K. λ 
tan280 L 
d28 +16 ・ e 2
tan 80 . sin 80 
(2 ・ 4)
where e, ()o-L and e are Bragg angle ， αngle of diffrac•ed beam , crystal size and strain , and K 
is 1.07 , respedivelγWhen (d2()1• an()o)2 is plo• ted against d2e/( • aneo sineo) for some 
diffracted beams, crystal size and nonuniform s• rain can be obtained from an in•ercep• and 
slope. 
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2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Phase Analysis 
2.4.1.1 3Y-TZP/SiC Composites 
3Y-TZP monoli•h, 3Y-TZP/3-20 vol% SiC nanocomposi•es (denoted by 3Y3S , 3Y5S , 3Y1 OS and 
3Y20S) and 5 and 20 vol% SiC wi• h average particle size of 1.2, 4.0 and 30μm 
microcomposites (3Y5勺 . 2SM ， 3Y20*1.2SM , 3Y5川 .OSM ， 3Y20刈 .OSM ， 3Y5勺OSM and 
3Y20*30SM) were fabricated. XRD anαIysis showed that all •he composites were consisted 
of mainly t-Zr02 and a litfle m-Zr02 and f)-SiC, however, no reac• ion phase were observed as 
show n in Fig. 2-5. High resolution transmission eledron microscopic (HRTEM) image as 
show n in Fig. 2-6 also exhibited that no reaction phases exis• ed at the interface be•ween 
3Y-TZP matrix grain and SiC par•icle. 
2.4.1.2 8YSZlSiC Composites 
XRD analysis showed that all • he composites were composed of onlγYO. a rO. 8S01 中3 and 
f)-SiC, and free from reaction phases as shown in Fig. 2-7. The HRTEM of the 8YSZ/5 vol% SiC 
nanocomposife (8Y5S) sin• ered a ↑ 1700口C (8Y5S 1700) indicated tha• no readion phases 
exis• ed a •• he in• erface be• w een 8YSZ grain and SiC particle as show n in Fig. 2-8 similar • 0 
3Y-TZP/SiC composi• e sys•em. In the HRTEM image, glassγphase exis• ed at the • riple points 
consisted from two 8YSZ ma•rix grains and one SiC particle. 
2.4.2 Densification 
2.4.2.1 3Y -TZP/SiC Composites 
Fig. 2-9 (a) indicates the variation of relative densify with sintering • emperafure for 3Y-TZP 
monolith and 3Y5S, 3Yl0S and 3Y20S. The density of each composition increased with 
increase of the sintering tempera• ure. The densifica• ion was depressed by SiC addition, 
however, fullγdensified bodγcould be obtained in each composi• ion. The sintering 
femperature for obtaining fully densified body became higher wi•h increasing SiC con•en t. 
For monolith, fully dense sample was obtained a • 1 450 0 C , while 1 5000 C, 1 6000C and 1 7500C 
were required for 3Y5S, 3Yl0S and 3Y20S, respedively. For microcomposites excep• for 
3Y20ワOSM ，about 99.8 % of fheore• ical density can be obtained as shown in Table 2-2. The 
relative density of 3Y20*30SM was 98.9 %, and this should be due •o microcracking as shown 
in Fig. 2-10. 
2.4.2.2 8YSZlSiC Composites 
Figure 2-9 (b) show s the vαria ↑ ion of relative density with the sintering tempera• ure for 
fhe 8YSZ monolith, 8Y5S and 8YSZ/20 vol% SiC nanocomposi• es (8Y20S). Relative densities of 
microcomposi•es incorpora•ing 5 and 20 vol% of 1.2μm SiC particulate (8Y5SM and 8Y20SM) 
25 
Higher sin• ering temperatures were necessa印↑0
densify the mixed powders incorporating fine SiC par• icles, compared with the monoli• h, for 
instance , 16000C and 18000C are required for 8Y5S and 8Y20S • o ob↑αin over 99.9 % of • he 
were also displayed in same figure. 
Thus SiC dispersion inhibited the densification of 8YSZ 
• heore• ical densi↑γ ， respec↑ ivelγ . 
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Fig. 2-7 X-ray diffraction pattem for 8YSZ monolith sintered 剖 16000C (8YSZ1600), 8γSZJ5 vol% 
SiC nanocomposite at 18000C (8Y5S1800) and 8YSZJ20 vol% SiC at 18000C (8Y20S1800). 
3Y5S1700 
3Y-TZP1500 
80 
Fig . 2・8 HRTEM image of 8YSZJ5 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 1700OC. 
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Fig.2・5 X-ray diffraction pattern for 3Y-TZP monolith sintered at 15000C (3Y-TZP1500), Y-TZP/5 
vol% SiC nanocomposite at ?7000C (3Y5S?700) and 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC 副 17500C(3Y20S1750). 
60 40 
Fig. 2-6 HRTEM image of 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 1700OC. 
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Fig.29 The variations of relative density with sintering tempemture for (a)3Y-TZP monolith and 3Yｭ
TZP/SiC nanocomposites and (b) 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano・ and micro composites. 
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Fig. 2-10 SEM image ()f microcrack 
for3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC with 30μm 
In pa同 icle size microcomposite 
s匤tered at 1750OC. 
2.4.3 Microstructure 
2.4.3.1 3Y-TZP/SiC Composites 
Fig. 2-1 (0) shows the vorio• ion of meon motrix groin size with the sin•ering temperoture 
for 3Y-TZP monolith, 3Y5S , 3Y10S ond 3Y20S, ond meon groin size for 3Y5SM ond 3Y20SM is 
shown in Toble 2-2. For nonocomposite system , groin growth of 3Y-TZP motrix wos 
suppressed by fine SiC porticles , ond • he groin growth become smolier wi• h increose 
omoun• of SiC conten •. 
The groin size distributions for 3Y-TZP monolith, 3Y5S, 3Y20S ond 3Y5*4.0SM sintered ot 
17000C ore show n in Fig. 2-12. The 3Y-TZP monolith hαd exoggero• e grain wi↑ hαbout 4.1 
11m in groin size , while the moximum grain size for •he 3Y5S , the 3Y5*4.0SM ond 3Y20S were 2.5 
μm ， 3.4μm ond 1 . 9μm ， respedivelγNono-sized SiC dispersion inhibited no ↑ onlγnormol 
groin grow th bu1 olso obnormol grain grow 1h. For nonocomposites , more omoun• of SiC 
dispersion s1rongly suppressed grain growth of motrix, thus the 3Y20S hod norrower groin size 
distribu• ion • hon the 3Y5S. Nonocomposi• e sγstems hod fine ond homogeneous 
microslruclure , however, dispersing coorse SiC wi• h severol micron in par• icle size con not 
inhibit normol groin growth bu• obnormol groin growth in this 5 γstem. 
Fig. 2-13 (0) show s 0 TEM imoge of the 3Y5S sin• ered ot 1700oC. The TEM imoge 
indicotes thot SiC porticulote wos homogeneously dispersed within the 3Y-TZP mo•rix groins 
ond/or ot the grain boundories. The SiC por• icles wi • h sub-micron size were moinly loco• ed 
ot the groin boundories , while the finer ones were within the motrix groins. The dislocotion 
con be observed oround in• rogronulor SiC due to reloxotion of • he s• ress coused bγ CTE 
mismotch[26] . 
Table 2 ・2 The mean grain size for 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC and 20 vol% SiC 
nano幽 and microcomposites. 
SiC paけic l e size 
0 . 1 5μm (Nano) 
1.211m 
4. 0 μm 
30 ぃm
5 vo I%SiC /μ m*1 
1.08 
1.24 
1.31 
1.34 
合 1: Sintering temperature was 1700OC. 
マ: Sintering temperature was 1750OC. 
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20 vol% SiC /μm*2 
0.75 
1.30 
1.91 
2.43 
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Fig.2 ・ 11 The mean 9 rain size as a function of sintering temperatu re for (a) 3Y-TZP monolith 
and 3Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposites and (b) 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano 司 and micro 
compos咜es. 
Fig. 2-12 The grain size distribution for (a) 3Y-TZP monolith , (b) 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC 
nanocomposites, (c) 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC nanocomposites and (d) 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC with 
4μm microcomposite sintered at 1700CC. 
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2.4.3.2 8YSZlSiC Composites 
The vorio• ions of the meon matrix grαin size as a func• ion of •he sin•ering tempera• ure for 
The grain size of 8YSZ monoli• h, 8Y5S, 8Y20S 8Y5SM and 8Y20SM are show n in Fig. 2-1 (b). 
8YSZ monoli•h became larger and grain growth rapidly progressed wi•h increosing sin• ering 
For composi•e tempera• ure , compored wi• h 3Y-TZP monoli什1 as show n in Section 2.4.3.1. 
case, graln slze was qUI↑esmα11 ， and thus SiC addi• ion remarkobly depressed grain growth. 
For example,• he grain size of monoli•h sintered 0 • 1 6000C wos abou↑ 23μm ond tho• of the 
5.0 5 vol% SiC nanocomposi• e at 1 6000C was only 2μm . 
Grαin size distribu• ions for 8YSZ monolith sin• ered a• 14000 C (8YSZI400) , 8Y5S 0 • 1800 0 C 
(8Y5S1800) , 8Y20S a• 18000 C (8Y20S 1800) and 8Y20SM 0 • 18000 C (8Y20SM 1800) ore shown in 
8YSZ J 400 displayed the wide grain size distribu• ion from 1μm ↑o 25μm ， while 
0.0 
0 
0.0 
0 25 20 5 10 15 
Grain size /μm 
25 20 5 10 15 
Grain size /μm 
Fig.2-14. 
nanocomposi• e sys• ems had narrower dis•ribu•ion even •hough sin•ering •emperoture was 
Fig. 2-14 The grain size distribution for (a) 8YSZ monolith sintered at 1400CC, (b) 8YSZ/5 
vol% SiC nanocompo.sites at 1800CC, (c) 8YSZ/20 vol% SiC at 1800CC and (d) 8YSZ/20 
vol% SiC with 1 .2 ぃ mmicrocomposite at 1800CC. 
The maximum grain size for 8Y5S sin•ered at 18000C was below 
The grain growth was more suppressed with increase SiC con• en• , and thus grain 
higher than the monolith. 
10μm. 
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Fig. 2-13 (b) is TEM image of the 8Y 551700. 5iC par•iculate was well dispersed in the 8Y5Z 
ma• rix grain and a •• he grain boundary. Nano-sized SiC pαr↑ icles were loco• ed in the 
matrix and coarser ones at grain bou ndαrγ. 
Crystaline size measured by XRD as fundion of sin tering • emperature for 8YSZ monoli• h, 
8Y55 , 8Y55M , 8Y205 and 8Y205M is show n inFig. 2-16. Crystaline size became smaller wi• h 
increasing SiC con•en• a nd decreasing SiC par•icle size as wel as the mean grain size. For 
8Y5Z monolith and 8Y55, crystalline size increased with increase sintering • empera ture , while 
the crys1al size for 8Y20S decreased after slig h• Iy increαse. The decrease in crγ sta lline size 
might be due 10 form a• io n of sub-grain boundary by the re la xa• io n of • he thermoelastic 
stresses 
2.4.4 Nonuniform Lattice Strain for 8YSZ/SiC Composites 
For 3Y-TZP , stresses should be relaxed by 1he • ra nsfo rmat io n • o monoclinic p hase , thus 
exact nonuniform s•resses and strain c anno• be evaluated. Therefore nonuniform s•ra in for 
8Y5Z/SiC com posites was inves• iga1ed . Nonuniform s• rains as a fundion of sin1ering 
1emperature for 8Y5Z monolith , 8Y5S, 8Y5SM, 8Y205 and 8Y20SM are shown in Fig. 2-15. The 
s1rain for 8Y5S mono ↑ o no uslγincreased from 16000C to 1800oC. For 8Y205 , there was an 
immediate sharp increase from 17500C to 18000C a nd • hen a slight increase. This shαrp 
increase should be rela1ed to density, the s•resses can not be arise at low density region and 
should be released. For 8Y20S, the change of the strain w ith sintering • e mpera• ure was 
smaler than that for 8Y5S. The great suppression of grain grow th w ith sintering 
•empera ture for 8Y205 should be attribu•ed t 0 the difference in increase of s•rain between 
8Y20S and 8Y55 , because the nonuniform s• ra in is influenced by grain size. On the other 
hand , microcomposi•es have higher strain than nanoc omposi•es. 
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Fig. 2 ・16 The crystalline size as a function of sintering temperature 10r 8YSZ monolith and 
8YSZlSiC nano・ and microcomposites. 
ムー ピ~.6 2.5 Discussions 
2.5.1 Sintering 8ehaviors of 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ Monoliths 
口
居/
0.00 
1200 1400 1 600 1 800 
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In this sec tion , from the differences of densification and grain growth behaviors be •ween 
3Y-TZP and 8YSZ monoli• hs , sintering mechanisms for 3Y-TZP and 8Y5Z are discussed. In the 
final s• age of sintering process w hich is above 90-95 % in the relative density , mainly tw 0 
mechanisms could be imporfant as a mater transport path: grain boundary diffusion from 
sources on • he boundary and lattice diffusion from sources on the boundary [31] and the 
sintering rate is influenced by the diffusivity of ca•ions, such as '(3+ and Zr4+ in •he Y-Zr02case 
First , • he grain boundary diffusion for 3Y-TZP and 8Y5Z will be discussed. From the 
densification behaviors for bo• h 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ monoli• hs , the both were fullγdensified at 
1400 • o 1450oC , and the bo• h densifica• ion were progressed w ith almost similar ra• e as 
Fig. 2-15 The nonuni10rm latice strain measured by X-ray diffraction analysis as a function of 
slntering temperature 10r 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano・ and microcomposites. 
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shown in Figs. 2-9 (0) ond (b). However, the difference wos observed ot sin• ering 
•emperolure of 1 600oC, the density for 8YSZ monoli•h decreosed due to the overfiring. The 
overfiring is con• ributed to the secondory recrystollizotion (obnormol groin grow th) 
occurring ot higher •emperatures before the eliminotion of pores , which indicotes the grain 
boundory mobility is qui• e higher • hon pore mobilitγ[29] . Tho• is , the groin boundory 
mobili•y for 8YSZ should be high, which 5trongly influences no• only on densificotion but 0150 
on the groin grow th. For the grain size os show n inFig. 2-1 1, remarkoble difference w os 
observed in both monoli• hs. The groin grow th for 8YSZ monoli• h ropidly progressed , 
differenl from 3Y-TZP monoli• h. This is due 10 high groin boundory mobili• y for ,g YSZ. The 
groin boundarγmobility is proporlionol to its curvo•ure which is reloted to grain size ond t 0 
the rale ot which otoms con jump ocross the groin boundory. Thus the effect 01' curvoture 
w hich is inversely proportionol • o groin size should be smoll in • his sys• em , becouse porticle 
size of eoch 5 tα 『↑ing powder isolmost some. On the other hond, the oclivotion energy for 
jumping ocross lhe boundory should correspond opproximo• ely •o the oc•ivo•ion energγfor 
boundory diffusion. Therefore , 8YSZ should hove high grain boundory diffusivity compored 
wi• h 3Y-TZP becouse of ropid grain growlh for 8YSZ monoli• h ond no degrado• ion in the 
relo• ive densi• y for 3Y-TZP monolith. 1• hos been repor•ed thot octivo• ion energγof grain 
grow th is 105 kcol/mol for • he tetrogonol Zr02 ond 69 kcoljmol for • he cubic Zr02, 
respeclively [32] , •herefore, ilmokes sure that 8YSZ has higher grain boundary diffusivity than 
3Y-TZP. From • hese resul• s ond discussions, groin growth for 8YSZ proceeds rnuch more 
quickly even ot lower • emperalure becouse of its low octivotion energy[33]. 
This remarkoble difference of • he groin boundory diffusivi• y between both monoliths 
oppears 10 depend on lhe conten• and lhe dis•ribulion of Y203 as a 5•abilizer. In 3Y-TZP and 
8YSZ cases , doped Y203 in• o Zr02 generotes oxγgen vacancγ ， and oxγgen vacancγ 
increoses w ith increosing Y203・ Therefore ， 8YSZ should have high grain boundary diffusivi• y , 
because lhe defec•5 enhance the diffusion. Furthermore , Y203 segrega• ion can be 
considered os 0 foctqr which depresses the grain boundory diffusivity/mobility for 3Y-TZP. 1• 
hos been repor•ed lhal Y203 (Y3+) isprone 10 segregale in •he grain boundary for 3Y-TZP[32], 
therefore the gradient of Y203 concen• ration exisls in a 3Y-TZP groin and concentra• ion 
increose from the cenler • o the groin boundory. The concentration gradient, however, 
decreoses with increasing Y203 con•en•, therefore enrichment of Y203 cannot be observed in 
cubic Zr02 grains [3 2J. The segrega•ed Y203 appears • o depress the grain boundary mobility 
of 3Y-TZP , which is similar • o the tendencγrepor↑ed that grain boundary mobilitγwos 
depressed when small amounts of soluble impurity were added •o high purity metals by a 
number of researchers[34 ,35] . This is • he impurity drag force , in which the impurities are 
dragged along by the grain boundory. Bγodding ↑ he impuri• y drag force , the force 
needed • o keep a boundarγmoving with thot velocity in the pure mαterial and veloci↑γ­
driving force isreloted •o the composi•ion and •emperature. While the impurify drag force 
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does nol acl incubic Zr02 (C-Zr02) grains in 8YSZ, because Y203 is not impurily in homogeneous 
composition such as c-Zr02・ Therefore the grain boundary diffusiv i• y /mobility for 8YSZ is 
higher than •ha• for 3Y-TZP. 
Se cond,• he difference of 1αttice diffusivity be• w een 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ w ilbe discussed. 
From densifica • ion behavior for 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ monoli• hs , it is suggested that the lattice 
diffusivity for 3Y -TZP is higher than 什1at for 8YSZ, because the both sin•ering behaviors below 
16000C were similar in spite of the higher grain boundary diffusivity for 8YSZ. This is due to lhe 
conc en•ration gradient of YJφ os men• ioned above. Te•ragonal Zr02 (t-Zr02) composed of 
3Y-TZP is metastable phose at lower • empera• ures. Zr02 tends • o discharge Y203 at the 
region w here monoclinic Zr02 (m-Zr02) isstable during sin• ering , both hea• ing and cooling 
processes. • -Zr02 transforms to m-Zr02which is s•able phase a• room •emperature and has 
low Y203 con•ent. therefore 3Y-TZP has high chemical potential in 3Y-TZP grain which has the 
concen•ration gradien• of yJ+. The cherγ1ical potential should enhance the la什ice diffusion 
in 3Y-TZP. Comparing with 8YSZ, however, 3Y-TZP should have high lot• ice diffusivity due • 0 
the chemical po•en• ial effec•, even though oxygen vacancy for 3Y-TZP is less than 8YSZ. On 
the other hand, C-Zr02 is more s•able than • -Zr02; c-Zr02 does not •ransform •o t-Zr02 or m-Zr02・
Thus 8 mol% Y203 forms homogeneous solid solu• ion wi• h Zr02 0↑ G門y ↑ empera↑ ures .
Therefore 8YSZ has lower la什ice diffusivity than 3Y-TZP due to its low chemical po•ential. 
Consequently , 3Y-TZP has higher laflice diffusivify which should be dominan• mechanism 
for densifica•ion and lower grain boundary diffusivity compared wi• h 8YSZ, thus densification 
withou• grain grow th w ould be possible and sin• ered body had fine grains. On • he other 
hand , 8YSZ has high a grain boundary diffusivity and mobility promote of grain growth would 
occur during densifica• ion. The differences in lattice and grain boundary diffusivi• ies 
be •ween 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ generate the differen• sin• ering behaviors betw een 3Y-TZP and 
8YSZ. 
2.5.2 Effects of SiC Dispersion on Microstructure 
SiC particles obviously inhibited both densifica• ion and grain grow ↑hαs show n in Figs. 2-
9 and 2-11. Firs• SiC effec• on densification is focused on in • his section. The inhibi• ion in 
densification is due • o • he increase of the interface area betw een Zr02 and SiC par• icle , in 
which lhe surface diffusion of mafrix ions around second phase inclusion is limi• ed due • o 
difference in diffusion rate. Thus the diffusion was suppressed[27 ,36] , and the densification 
is fur•her inhibifed with increasing SiC con•enl because of fhe increαse of the interface wi • h 
low diffusivity. Fur• hermore , since SiC addition makes microstructure • o be fine , the grain 
boundary diffusion path becomes longer in propor• ion •o the diameler of the SiC par• icula•e . 
Thus the grain boundarγdiffusivity stronglγwas decreased by αdding second phαse. 
For SiC added Zr02 composites , on the 0• her hand, the 10什ice diffusion was no• so 
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efedive on de nsi ficationαnd grain grow th for w hole sin• e ring schedule , compared with 
grain boundary difusion. From Fig. 2♀ ， higher sintering tempe ra• ure was necessary • o 
densify 8YSZ/SiC nanocomposites compαre d wi• h 3Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposi• es, that is , 
densification for 8YSZ was more depressed. This is related • o the difference of densification 
mechanism befween 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ. Densificαtion and grain grow th for 8YSZ was 
remarkably inhib i• ed due • 0 • he depression of i• s grain boundary diffusion. While SiC 
particulate does not do influence on no• only densification bu• also grain growth for 3Y -TZP 
because of itsdominant mechanism , i. e. , lattice diffusion. As mentioned above sedion, 
domina n• d e nsificatio n mechanisms for 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ were supposed lattice and grain 
boundarγdiffusion ， respectivelγ. Therefore , SiC addi•ion should have larger effec• on 8YSZ 
than on 3Y-TZP. 
In addition to the increαse in the in• erface wi• h low diffusivi↑ γ ， pinning effed of SiC 
particles can be considered as 0 fador w hich suppresses densification and grain growth. 
SiC particles pin the grain boundary movement, that is , grain boundary movement as 0 
dominant mechanism for grain grow th should be depressed. The dispersed par• icles , in 
general, inhibit grain boundary migration of the matrix [27 ,36 ,37 ,38 ,39]. 1• is eviden• from 
SEM images in Fig. 2-17 that grain boundary migra• ion was inhibi•ed by SiC particles. Grain 
boundaries for composi• es were distorted , compared • o the quite straight boundaries of 
the Zr02 monoli• h. From these SEM images, i• was confirmed tha• the SiC particles with 
sub-micron size were located mainly a•• he grain boundaries , w hile the finer ones were 
trapped within the matrix grains. Dispersed SiC par• icles modified ma• rix microstruc• ure 
obviouslγ ， and the observed morphologies could be explained as follows. For the finer SiC I 
particles , the matrix grain boundary can easily pass • hrough the SiC par• icles, w hich are 
captured in•o the mαtrix grains. On the con•rary, • he large SiC par• icles remain 0 • the grain 
boundaries without being incorpora•ed in•o the matrix grain , because the grain boundarγ 
cannot pαss through the larger SiC particulate. Thus , in microcomposite case , olmost SiC 
par•icles located at grain boundary. This behavior isattribu•ed to the interaction be • ween 
the pinning force by one par•icle and the driving force for grain boundary migration [2 739] . 
Fig. 2-18 is a schematic illustration for pinning of grain boundary bγsecond phase par• icle 
with rin radius , in which y"is surface tension and etheαngle between the particle and grain 
boundary. The pinning force , f, is expressed as following equation[40] , 
f= πrγss sin 28 (2-5) 
The pinning force becomes maximum value a• e = 45 0 , and then f= πfγg・ Thus the pinning 
force for 0 particle becomes with increasing of par•icle radius, however, total pinning force 
depends on not only particle radius , but also the number of par• icles. To• al pinning effect, 
F, is expressed by Eq. (2-6) , 
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F=nsπryss (2-6) 
w here ns and r is • he number of par• icles per uni↑ areaαnd mean par• icle radius , 
respec• ively. For example , in the case that micro-sized SiC, 2 rmicro is1.2μm and nano-sized 
SiC, 2 r 円ano ， is 150 nm , r mにro/r na no, is abou• 8, w hile nsnono/ nsmicの is abou• 500 . Thus , 
nanocomposi• e should have higher pinning force than microcomposites. From these 
resul•s, • he number of the second phase particulate s• rongly influences on pinning force ,• hus 
Zr02 incorporating finer SiC par• icles demons•rated fine micros•ructure. 
(a) 
72μm 
Fig. 2-17 SEM image of grain boundary distortion for (a) 8YSZ monolith sintered at 1400CC and 
(b) 8YSZl5 vol% SiC nanocomposite 副 1700CC.
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the polycrγstalline is imposed the residual s•ress which depends on CTE mismatch, the la •• ice 
for 8YSZ left in a state of uniform • ension. 
The theoretical stresses depend on volume content of second phase , CTE and difference 
of •empera• ure , Ll T, bu• do not depend on par• icle size of second phase. However, the 
uniform s• ress bγCTE misma• ch actuallγdepends on • he location w hether SiC particles 
locate within matrix grαins or at grain boundaries , as mentioned in section 2.2. Distribution 
of SiC particles is determined from the balance between • he pinning force w hich is varied 
by second phase particle size and driving force of grain boundary movement w hich is 
related •o surface tension and grain size of matrix. That is , the difference of par•icle size for 
second phase generates the difference of uniform stress and strain. In addition , fabrication 
↑emperα↑ure should also influence the dis•ribu•ion, because high temperature makes grain 
large, in which lots of second phases are incorpora•ed within matrix grains. Assuming •hat 
al SiC particles locate at grain boundary or wi• hin ma• rix grains, and relaxations bγla什ice
and grain boundarγdiffusion creep do not occur below at 1 4000C and 1 OOooC, the uniform 
stress calcula↑edbγusing Eqs. 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 isshown in Table 2-3. The CTEs of SiC and Zr02 
(3Y-TZP and 8YSZJ are 4.45 x 10・61 K [44] and 10 x 10-61 K (CTE of 3Y-TZP い 0.6 x 10-6 K) [45] is 
similar to that of 8YSZ (10 x 10.6 KJ [46] J, respectivelγ . The • ensile stress on matrix increases 
wi•h increasing the second phase con•en•, while the high compressive s•ress on SiC par• icles 
decreases. The decre 口se in the compressive stress around SiC particles is due •o 
cancellation by interference of stress field around each particles. 
Circumference 
2π陀osθ
(b) 
Fig.2・ 18 Schematic illustration of pinning effect. 
The dependence of the grain size and conten• of second phase on the ma•rix grain size 
can be explained by using Zener's equation, Eq. (2-7) , which sugges• s a rela• ionship 
between grain size of ma•rix and volume fraction and par•icle size of the second phase[41]. 
where δ ， k， ら and ら are mean grain size for matrix, constanf. radius and volume frac• ion of 
second phase particle , respectively. Eq. (2-7) clearly suggests that mean grain size (G) 
decreαses with decreasing SiC size and increasing volume frac•ion (ι) of SiC. 
SiC dispersion stronglγinfluences on grain boundary diffusion due • o the increase of • he 
interface w ith low diffusivi ↑γand the pinning effect. 1• resulted in • hat densificCl• ion and 
grain growth for 8YSZ , in which grain boundary diffusion and movement are fasl. were more 
inhibi•ed than 3Y -TZP. Thus 8YSZ incorporating finer SiC par• icles has fine and homogeneous 
microstructure compared with monoli•h. 
However, For 3Y-TZP ISiC microcom posi• es w hich has lower pinning force • han 
nanocomposi• es ,• 00 large SiC par• iculate has no effec• on inhibifion of grain growfh. 
Grain size of matrix for microcomposites became larger than monolith , and become large 
wi• h increasing SiC conten十 This is due • o impuri• ies in s• arting powders. In general, 
abnormal grain growfh is enhanced by impur咜y[42]. Fur•hermore , according •o Hiller• [43]. 
abnormal grain growth tends •o occur, when size of dispersed par• icles is too large. 
Uniform s•ress and strain 
In this work, uniform s• resses cannot be measured by XRD analysís , because peak of SiC 
can not distinguish from Zr02 peak at high 28 angle; atomic scattering factor of Zr02 is much 
larger than tha• of SiC , and some of SiC peaks are overlapped Zr02 peaks. Thus, uniform 
stresses and stra匤s are res• rict w ithin theore ↑icalanαIysis. M any researchers[26A7] have 
been confirmed that theoretical volue for ma• rix and lorge second phase par• icles or 
w hisker ore olmost so• isfied wi• h experimental results , however,• he compressive stress on 
nono-sized particulate measured bγXRD is smaller • hon theore• ical value in nanoぅized SiC 
dispersed composites. This is due • o relaxation by the formo• ion of disloca• ion around 
nαnoぅized par•icles. In the presen• work ,• he •emperatures ot which the reloxation of • he 
grain boundory diffusion creep ond lattice diffusion creep s• op are ossumed • o be 10000C 
and 1400oC. The octual uniform s• resses developed in nonocomposi• e maγbe smaller 
• han • he calcula• ion values , because some of SiC par• icles existed at grain boundary as 
show n in Fig. 2-13. Both for micro-and nanocom posites , the • ensile stress on matrix 
increases w i•h increasing in the amoun• of SiC por• icles in mo• rix grains ond the compressive 
s• ress SiC par• icles decrease w ith increosing SiC par• iculote. Thus, nanocomposi• es 
incorporat匤g a lot of SiC porticles in matrix grains have higher tensile stress and s• rain thon 
2.5.3 Stresses and Strains 
As mentioned in section 2.2, the residuα1 s• ress is classified into uniform and nonuniform 
stresses. First , uniform s• resses and strains w ilbe focused on theore• icolly. When al over 
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microcomposites, and the compressive stresses and s• rain become 1αr~ler than 
microcomposites. For the •ensile stress on matrix, Zr02 lat• ice should be expanded bγ ↑ he 
5• ress as illustrated in Fig. 2-1 (b). 
Nonuniform s•ress and strain 
On • he other hand, nonuniform s• rain for 8YSZ ma• rix in 8YSZ/SiC composites was 
measured ond the results are show n inFig. 2-15. The uniform s• rain on matrix es• imaled 
from uniform s•ress in T able 2-3 is show n in Toble 2-4 in order 10 compare w ith nonuniform 
strain. On the contrary to uniform strain, microcomposites, 8Y5SM and 8Y20SM , exhibit 
higher nonuniform stroin thon nαnocomposites ， 8Y5S ond 8Y20S. For monoli• hic Zr02, 
nonuniform strain can be generated bγ ↑ he geometry , lhe difference in crystal face 
between each other and crys• al aniso• ropy . When second phase exists ,• he CTE and 
Young's modulus mismafches should enhonce 10 the nonuniform s• rains. Since 8YSZ 
monoli•h has cubic s•ructure wi•hout crystal anisotropy, nonuniform strain is not imposed on 
• he matrix. While. the nonuniform strain for composites is imposed by effec• s of some 
mismatches be•ween ma•rix ond second phase. Nonuniform s• resses generate at grain 
boundaries. which isdetermined by the relotionship be•ween neighbors and the spacing of 
101tice plones depends on posi• ion in a groin. When SiC particles loco• ed at grain 
boundaries. the stress ot groin boundory must enhαnce . Thus microcomposites 
demonstra• ed higher stroin than nonocomposiles. Some spacing of 10什ice planes should 
be more expanded than uniform s•rain when the nonuniform 5•rain e xists. however some of 
the spocing should be shrunk and norrow. When nonuniform stress become large. I 
microcracks will be generα ↑ed in order • o relax the 5• ress . M icrocrack was obs.erved in 
3Y20勺OSM should be attributed • o the uniform ond nonuniform stresses. The s• resses 
enhanced lransformation from tetrogonol •o monoclinic accomponied volume expansion. 
ond then microcrack should be genero•ed. 
The difference in the lot • íce spocing offeds ionic conductivi• y as w ilbe d﨎cussed in 
Chapter 5. ond the 5• resses influence their proper•ies. 
Table 2-3 Theoretical uniform stresses for Zr02 and SiC. 
Zr021 MPa 
Lattice.1 Grain boundary.2 
8Y5S 90 63 
8Y20S 350 250 
合 1.The relaxation by latice diffusion creep stops a11400℃ 
SiC I MPa 
Lattice川 Graín boundary*2 
1678 1199 
1413 1009 
合2 : That the relaxation by latt兤e and grain boundary d凬fusion creep stops at 1000OC. 
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Table 2-4 Theoretical uniform strains calculated from uniform stresses in Table 2-3. 
Lattice Gra匤 boundary 
(Nano) (M兤ro) 
8YSZ monolith 0 0 
8Y5S 
8Y20S 
2.6 Conclusions 
3.9 x 10'" 
14.1 x 1 0'" 
2.8 x 1 0'"
10.0x10-4 
3Y-TZP/SiC and 8YSZ/SiC nano-and microcomposi• es were fabrico• ed by ho• -pressing 
•ec hnique. and effects of SiC particulote on densification. grain growth and residuol s• resses 
and strains were invesfigated. In addition. the difference of densificolion ond grain growth 
be• ween 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ were also investigoted. The following results were obtained. 
Dominon• mechonism of densifico• ion ond groin growth for 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ are different. 
For 3Y-TZP.latfice diffusion should be the dominont mechonism, while for 8YSZ groin boundαry 
diffusion ond movement. Therefore densificotion for 3Y-TZP progressed wi• hou• groin 
grow th , and enhancing grain grow th occurs wi• h densifico• ion for 8YSZ. The difference in 
10什ice ond grain boundary diffusivities be•w een 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ monoli什lS generate the 
difference in their densification ond groin grow th behoviors. w hich influence the effeds of 
SiC par• iculate. 
SiC dispersion stronglγinfluenced on grain boundory diffusion due to the increase of the 
interfoce between matrix ond second phose which had lower diffusivity than • he groin I 
boundary between ma• rix and matrix and the pinning effect. Therefore the densifica• ion 
and grain growth for 8YSZ. inwhich grain boundory d凬fusion ond movement were fost. were 
strongly inhibi• ed. Thus 8YSZ incorporo• ing finer SiC porticles hod finer ond more 
homogeneous micros• ructure compored wi• h monolith. For 3Y-TZP. which hαd fine 
micros• rudure. the effects of second phose dispersion on densification and grain growlh 
was smoll , compored with 8YSZ case. 
Dispersing SiC particulo• e generated • he residual stresses ond strains. w hich increosed 
wilh increasing second phose conten• The second phase content in matrix grain 
enhonced uniform stress ond sfroin. while por• icles ot grain boundary nonuniform stress ond 
s• rain. Therefore. nanocomposites have higher uniform 5• ress and slrain • han 
microcomposites. and thus the lot• ice spocing for nanocomposites should be more 
expanded. 
The micros•ructure ond the residuol stresses discussed in this chopter wil be reloted to the 
mechanical and elec• rico l properties for bo• h 3Y-TZP /SiC and 8YSZ/SiC com posites in 
Chop•ers 3 ond 5. 
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3 Mechanical Properties of ZrOjSiC Composites 
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3.1 Introduction 
In previous chapter, the effeds of dispersed SiC parficulafe on • he microstructure 
including the residual 5• rains for 3Y-TZP /SiC and 8YSZ/SiC composites were investiga• ed. 
Generallγ ， fhe micros• rudure diredly affeds mechαnical properties. Some researchers 
have reporled nano-sized pαr↑iculate dispersed composi•es have significan• improvements 
in mechanical properties a • both ambier汁 and eleva• ed • empera• ures[1 ,2,3,4,5] . For 3Yｭ
TZP, phase • ronsformotion from • e • ragonal (t-Zr02) to monoclinic (m-Zr02) ison importon• 
facfor offeding its frac• ure toughness and s• rength, in oddition • o • he microsfructure. On 
the other hond , Swoin e• a l. [6] sugges• ed 0 mechonism for the limito• ion of strength in 
fransformotion •oughened Zr02, ond i• is difficult •o improve both strength and •oughness by 
only fronsformation toughening. 
In this chop• er, mechanical properties for 3Y-TZP/SiC ond 8YSZ/SiC nono- ond 
microcomposites were evaluated , and effeds of nano-and micro-sized SiC dispersion on 
• he properties were inves• igated in connection to its microstructure. Especiollγ ， for 3Y-TZP 
based composites , the effeds of dispersoid size and content on • he phase tronsformation 
were investigαted ， and the relafionship be•ween •ransforma• ion •oughening and ~~rain size 
and/or •he residual stresses were discussed. 
where M , W , t, I and fore the moss, the width , the thickness, the length of the specimen and 
the resonance frequency ob•ained, respectively. 
Hardness 
Hardness was measured bγαVickers inden• ation (AVK-2 , Akoshi Co. Ltd. , Japon) , ond 
colcula•e by following Eq. (3-2) , 
H2Psinげ /2)
ν= 
dL 
(3-2) 
w here P is • he applied load, d • he diogonal of the inden• o • ion meosured by optical 
microscope and ()is 1360 which isthe ongle comprised be•ween the two opposite faces of 
the pγromidal inden•er. Lood was opplied ond held conston• during a period of 15 s. 
3.2 Experimental Procedure 
3.2.1 Specimen Preparation 
3Y-TZP monoli• h, 3Y-TZP/3-20 vol% SiC composi• es , 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZ/5 and 20 vol% 
SiC composites were fabricated bγusing conventional method, and sintered bodies were 
machined to bor寸loped specimens as described in Chop• er 2. The specimens were 
subjected to various evoluofion 05 mentioned below. 
Frac•ure strenq•h 
Frocture strength wos measured bγthree point bending tes• with a span of 30 mm at 0 
crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min using an universol• es• ing machine (Autogroph , model 
AG-10TC, Shimozu Co. L• d. , Jopon) bosed on • he instructions of JIS-R 1601 in • he JIS 
5• ondardization. The bor-shoped specimens (3 x 4 x 36 mm) were used , whose • ensile 
surfoces were polished with 0.5μm diamond slurry ond • he edges were beveled ot 450 to 
ovoid • he fracture from • he edge. The strength ， σ， wos given bγthe follow ing equo• ion 
(3-3) , 
3PL 
σ= 一一~
2bdL 
(3-3) 
where P (kgf) is 0 frocfure load with obtained bγthree point bending test, L isspan of 30 m m 
in this case and b and d isthe width and •hickness of specimen , respec •ively. 
3.2.2 Evaluations 
Younq's 作lodulus
The specimens (3 x 4 x 36mm) were coo•ed by 0 carbon pointing on one side in order 
to oc• 05 an electrode ond then suspended on two thin fungsten wires in correspondence 
of • he nodal points. Flexural vibra• ions were genero• ed by e lectros• 0 • ic force and 
resonance frequencies were determined by using an oscilloscope. Young's modulus , E, 
was colculoted bγusing the following Eq. (3- 1) , 
Fracture •ouqhness 
Frocture • oughness wos evoluated by the Vickers indentotion microfracture (IF) me• hod 
using 0 micro Vickers diomond indenter based on • he stondard of JIS-R 1607. An 
indentotion lood of 196 N and 49 N was opplied for 15 5 on the polished surfoces of specimen 
ot room • emperature , respectively. The frocture toughness , KJC, wos colculated by the 
following equation (3-4) [7] , 
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par•icle size (3Y5勺 . 2SM ， 3Y5刈.OSM ， 3Y5つOSM ， 3Y20什 .2SM ， 3Y20*4.0SM and 3Y20ワOSM) are 
Young's modulus for 5 vol% microcomposi•es (3Y5SM) , 3Y20勺 .2SM and 
3Y20*4.0SM were almost similar to that for nanocomposite , however, 3Y20*30SM has much 
listed in Table 3-1. 
(3-4) K,c = O.203(c / α)-3/2 α 1 /2Hv 
where cand 0 αre the lengths of median crack and half of the diagonal of • he inden• ation , 
This should be due to genera• ion of spon• aneous microcrack as lower Young's modulus. 3Y-TZP/SiC and monoli• h 3Y-TZP For hardness. Vickers the IS Hv respec• ively . 
shown in Fig. 2-10. nanocomposite sys• ems, hea•• reatmen• w as carried out 0 • 1300 0 C for 10 min in Ar to 
eliminate monoclinic phase genera• ed by machining , and KIC before and after the hea• 
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•rea• men• were evalua •ed . 
Quan•italive analvsis of monoclinic phase in 3Y-TZE[8) 
To de• ermine lhe conlent of m-Zr02 presen• ed in • he fracture surface of • he specimens , 
lhe bent tes• piece was subjected to XRD , and the (111) and ( 1 1)reflections of m-Zr02 and 
the ( 1 1 1)of • -Zr02 were used. The volume fraction of the m-Zr02, Vm , was de• ermined by 
using following equations , 
(3-5) Vm = PX",/(l + (P -l)Xm) 
where P = 1.31 1 as 0 constant and Xm isthe integra•ed intensity ratio determined by 
(3-6) X", = (111 (11 ] ) + 1", (T 11))/(ιJl11)+Im (l ll)+ よ(1 11))
200 
1300 1900 1800 1700 1600 1500 Imand Subscripts m and tindicate the monoclinic and the •etragonal phases, respectivelγ. 
Sintering temperature / oC 
Fig. 3・ 1 The variation of Young's modulus for 3Y-TZP monolith and 3Y-TZP/SiC 
nanocomposites with the sinte巾9 temperature. Young's modulus increased as SiC content 
increased. 
1, are • he integra• ed intensi• ies of • hese phases. 
H ardness 
3.3 Results 
3 Y -TZ P/SiC Com posites 
3.3.1.1 Mechanical Properties 
Fig. 3-2 indicates the varia• ion of hαrdness wi• h • he sintering temperature for 3Y-TZP 
The hardness increased w ith increasing the monolith and 3Y3S, 3Y5S , 3Y105 and 3Y205. Younq' s Modulus 
3.3.1 
temperature , and • hen decreased , for instance , in the case of 3Yl OS ,• he maximum value Fig. 3-1 shows lhe variation of Young' s modulus wi• h the sin•ering •emperature for 3Y-TZP 
The increase in hardness is due • o 
In general, the 
The rela • ionship between hardness, H, and 
grain diameter, d , is expressed by Eq. (3-8) [1 0), 
increase in densitγ ， on ↑he olher hand,• he decrease is rela•ed •o grain size. 
hardness reduces w i• h increasing grain size. 
was obtained 0 • 1 600oC, and then hardness decreased. Young's 
Af• er fuly densified, Young' s modulus wαs constan• in al samples. 
These cons• ant value coincides with theoretical value calcula • ed by using the rule of 
modulus increased wi• h increasing • he density as described in Fig. 2-4 and wi• h increasing 
monoli• h and 3Y-TZP/3-20 vol% 5iC nanocomposi• es(3Y3S, 3Y5S , 3Y1 05 and 3Y20S). 
volume fraction of SiC. 
(3-8) H= 三ご
d'l" 
mixture for spherical dispersoids as expressed by Eq. (3-7) [9) , 
(3-7) ln Ec = Vs ln~~ + (1-VJ ln Em 
The hardness Hardness for microcomposi•es is shown in Table 3-1. where C is0 constan•. where Eαnd Vsare Young's modulus and volume frac• ion of second phase, subscript c , s and 
for microcomposi• es becomes smaller than that for nanocomposites, and the hardness 
slightly decreased with • he increasing SiC par• icle size. 
Young' s modulus for each 
3Y-TZP microcomposites incorporating 5 and 20 vol% SiC wi• h 1. 2μm ， 4.0μm and 30μm in 
m indicate composite , second phase and matrix, respectivelγ. 
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__'. 
increasing the sin •ering • emperature ,• he •oughness for both monoli•h and composites were 
improved, because •ransformation from t-Zr02 to m-Zr02 can occur easilγwith increasing in 
On the 0 • her hand , 3Y20SM exhibited higher fracture toughness • han the grain size [1 1]. 
nanocomposi• es. 
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Fig. 3-3 The fracture strength for 3 Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposites as a function of the sintering 
temperature. 
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Fig.3 ・2 The hardness for 3Y-TZP monolith and 3Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposites as a function of 
the sinte 付ng temperature. The hardness increased with increasing SiC content, which 
decreased with the increase in the sintering temperature. 
Fracture Strena•h 
The variations of fracture strength with the sintering •emperature for 3Y-TZP monoli• h and 
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The strength raised with increasing density, 3Y3S, 3Y5S, 3Yl OS and 3Y20S are shown in Fig. 3-3. 
There and then, maximum streng• h can be ob• ained over 1.5 GPa in each composition. 
Comparing microcomposi• es are li •• le difference between the monol i thαnd composi•es. 
wi• h nanocomposites, the former has lower strength, and the strength greatly reduced 05 
3Y20刈.OSM and 3Y20つOSM possessed the SiC particle size increased as shown in Table 3-1. 
low strength. 
Frac•ure Touahness 
Fradure toughness as a function of the sin• ering temperature for 3Y-TZP monolith , 3Y5S 
The • oughness for • he 3Y-TZP monoli• h and composi• es ond 3Y20S are shown in Fig. 3-4. 
5 L j 1 I I I 
1300 1400 
The toughness 。f↑er annealing ot 13000C for 10 min in Ar flow are also displayed in Fig. 3-4. 
1900 1800 
Sintering temperature / oc 
1700 1600 1500 
decreased after annealing , however, nonocomposites exhibited superior toughness to 
monolith both before ond after onneoling. The decreose in the • oughness by annealing is 
due 10 the elimination of the surface imposed by residuol compressive stresses by mochining. Fig. 3-4 The fracture toughness for 3Y-TZP monolith and 3Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposites as a 
function of the sintering temperature. The solid symbols mean the toughness before 
annealing and the open ones are that after annealing at 1 300CC for 10 min in Ar. 
I t w asconfirmed that monoclinic phase w os observed on • he polished surface before 
With onnealing , however, the m-Zr02 conversely • ronsformed to • -Zr02 after onneolin~J . 
~ 
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Table 3 ・1 Mechanical prope パ iesfor 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nano and microcomposites sintered at 17000C 
and 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC nano and microcomposites sintered at 1750OC. 
E Hv σ K，c 
3Y5S 218.7 12.4 1521 6.3 
3Y5叶 .2SM 218.7 12.4 1144 6.1 
3Y5*4.0SM 221.6 12.2 926 6.3 
3Y5*30SM 218.2 447 
3Y20S 246.4 13.4 1554 5.8 
3Y20・ 1.2SM 245.8 13.0 1172 6.5 
3Y20合4.0SM 248.3 12.6 916 6.7 
3Y20'30SM 219.4 374 
E: Young's modulus 
Hv: Vickers hardness 
σ: Fracture strength 
K,c: Fracture toughness without annealing 
3.3.1.2 Phase Transformation 
Fig. 3-5 indicates the m-Zr02 con•en• in fracture surface with •he sin•ering tempero•ure for 
3Y-TZP monolith, 3Y5S and 3Y20S. The m-Zr02 increased w i• h increasing sintering 
temperature. A• same tempera• ure , material with lower SiC con• en• has higher m-Zr02 
conten•, which meαns that the 3Y-TZP monolith can transform easily. Table 3-2 shows the 
m-Zr02 con• en• for microcomposites. For 3 kinds of 5 vol% SiC microcomposi• es ,. m-Zr02 I 
conten↑ wereαImos↑ similar， and nanocomposi• es had high amount of m-Zr02 on the 
fracture surface. For 20 vol% SiC composites the m-Zr02 con• en• increased with increasing 
SiC particle size. The m-Zr02 con• ent for 3Y20勺OSM was qui• e high. This is related to its 
large matrix grain size. In addition, the • ransforma• ion induced • he forma• ion of 
spon• aneous microcracks during sin• ering (cooling) process as show n in Fig. 2-10, and then 
m-Zr02 should be formed 0 •• he transformation. On • he 0 • her hand, m-Zr02 produced by 
machining can be confirmed in the polished surface, however,• he m-Zr02 disappeared af• er 
annealing 0 • 13000 C in Ar for 10 min. From this resul t, no m-Zr02 w hich depend on the SiC 
dispersion might exis• in the specimens excep• for 3Y20・30SM before 0 fracture. Ifthe m-
Zr02 pre-exis ted , the m-Zr02 must remain af•er annealing. 
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Fig.3・5 The monoclinic zr02 (m・zr02) content in the fracture surface for 3Y-TZP monolith 
and 3Y -TZP/SiC nanocomposites as a function of the sintering temperature. 
Table 3 ・2 Monoclinic zr02 content on fracture surface for 3Y5S and 
3Y20S nano-and microcomposites measured by XRD. 
SiC pa門icle size 5 vol% SiC / %*' 20 vol% SiC / %*2 
0.15 ド m(Nano) 19.7 17.3 
1.2μm 
4 .0μm 
30μm 
18.1 
17.9 
18.0 
*1: Sintering temperature was 1700OC. 
吃: Sintering temperature was 1750OC. 
3.3.2 8YSZ/SiC Composites 
Younq's modulus 
18.3 
21.4 
30.6 
Fig. 3-6 shows the varia• ion of Young's modulus wi• h • he sin• ering tempera• ure for 8YSZ 
monolithαnd 8YS Z/5, 20 vol% SiC nanocomposites (8Y5S and 8Y20S). Young's modulus 
increased w ith increasing the densi• y as described in Fig. 2-6 and with increasing volume 
fradion of SiC. Af• er fuly densified, Young's modulus became constan• in al samples. 
These constan• value are coincided w i• h theoretical value calculated bγusing the rule of 
mixture as well as 3Y-TZP/SiC composites. Young's modulus for 8YSZ/5, 20 vol% SiC 
microcomposi•es (8Y5SM and 8Y20SM) were almost similar to that for nanocomposites. 
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Fig. 3-7 The hardness for 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano ・ and microcomposites as a 
function of the sintering temperature. The open symbols mean nanocomposites and the solid 
ones the microcomposites. The hardness increased with increasing SiC content , and the 
hardness for nanocomposite was higher than that for microcomposites. 
Fig. 3 ・6 The variation of Young's modulus for 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano ・ and
microcomposites with the sinte巾9 temperature. The open symbols mean nanocomposites 
and the solid ones the microcomposites. Young's modulus increased as SiC contE:lnt 
increased and there is no difference between nano・ and microcomposites. 
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卜lardness for 8YSZ monoli• h and 8YSZ/SiC nano-and microcomposites as 0 function of the 
sintering •emperature are described in Fig. 3-7, which increαsed with increasing SiC conter汁
and nano-bo• h In sa作1eIS conten• SiC Although 円10dulus .Young's as well as 
microcomposites , the nanocomposites exhibited higher hardness than microcomposites. 
This is re lαled to the difference of grain size , and hardness reduced bγgrain grow th , in 
general [1OJ . 
S•renath 
Fig. 3-8 displays fracture strength as 0 fundion of • he sin•ering • emperature for 8YSZ 
The strength for each composition increased monolith and nano-and microcomposi• es. 
._l_l _I__j_ーム_ 1 ーl_j一一L_，
1400 1600 1800 
。 L_ L_J
1200 
The monolithic 8YSZ sintered at 14000C exhibited a w ith increasing the rela• ive density. 
2000 maximum strength of 300 M Pa , while the maximum s• rength of 8Y5S and 8Y20S were 580 
Sintering temperature / oc 
Fig. 3-8 The variation of fracture strength for 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano・ and
microcomposites with sintering temperature. The open symbols mean nanocomposites and 
the solid ones the microcomposites. The strength improved by inco巾orating fine SiC 
The sin•ering •emperature of • hose composites were 1 700 and 
On the other hand, 8Y5SM sintered 0 • 17000 C (8Y5SM 1700) was 450 M Pa and 
and 750 MPa , respectively. 
1850oC. 
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particles. 
8Y20SM at 1 8500C (8Y20SM 1850) was 550 M Pa. 
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The w here Yond KIC ore shope foctor of defec• ond the frac• ure • oughness, respectivelγ. Frocture touqhness 
5•rength becomes high with decreosing defect size ond is propor• ionol to the • oughness Fig. 3-9 shows the vαriotion of fracture toughness wi•h • he sintering ↑emperαture for 8YSZ 
The • oughness , which is discussed 05 following section , improved by dispersing obviouslγ . The toughness for nonocomposi• es monoli• h ond 8YSZ/SiC nono-ond microcomposites. 
The moximum grain size in the monolith sin•ered ot 15000C (3Y-TZPI500J, the SiC por•icles. sligh•Iy increosed with increosing SiC con•en•, which were 2.0, 2.2 ond 2.6 MPom1/2 for8YSZ 
3Y5S ot 1 7000C (3Y5S 1700) ond 3Y20S ot 17500C (3Y20S 1750) w hich exhibi•• he moximum microcom posites hond, o • her • he On respectively. 8Y20S, 。nd8Y5S monolith, 
5• reng• h in eoch composition were 1.51μm ， 2 .48μm ond 卜98μm 05 show n in T oble 3-3. demonstroted higher toughness thαn nanocomposi• es. 
The groin The moximum groin size for densified body isgenerollγsimilor ↑o the defecf size. 
growth for 3Y-TZP during densificotion is suppressed compored with thot for 8YSZ , however, 
The moximum ond meon grain size for fullγdensified the grαin grow• h is sligh•Iy promoted. 
Since the composi tes , 3Y5S 1700 ond 3Y20S 1750, ore lorger thon those for 3Y-TZP 1500. 
5• rength depends on both defect size ond frocture toughness , the large defecf size is 0 moin 
reoson of no improvements in fhe s•rength for the 3Y-TZP/SiC nonocomposi•e in spite of the 
On the other hond, micro-sized SiC dispersed 3Y-TZP composites improving • he toughnes. 
In •he cose of This is due to •he increose in defecf size. exhibit 0 reduction in the strength. 
3Y5ワOSM ond 3Y20つOSM ， SiC porticles ond/or microcrack should be frocfure origin. 
3Y20S 
and 
and 
composition 
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in each 
for 3Y-TZP 
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?以?Table 3-3 Maximum grain nanocomposites with 
microcomposites. 
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Fig.3・9 The variation of fracture toughness for 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano・ and
microcomposites with sintering temperature. The open symbols mean nanocomposites and 
the solid ones the microcomposites. 
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7.36 30μm 
汁 : 3Y-TZP monolith sintered at 1500CC. 
合2 : 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nano・ and microcomposites sintered at 1700CC. 
*3: 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC nano-and microcomposites sintered at 1750CC. 
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3.4 Discussions 
Composites 3V-TZP/SiC 3.4.1 
3.4.1.1 Fracture Strength 
As show n in Fig. 3-3 , the fracture streng• h for 3Y-TZP did no• chonge by incorporoting 
nono-sized SiC porticles ond obout 1.5 GPo wos ochieved os maximum streng • h for each 3.4.1.2 Fracture Toughness and Phase Transformation 
In general ceromics , froc• ure • oughness is relo• ed to Young' s modulus, E. ond froc• ure mixed powder wos sin• ered ot proper • empero• ure in eoch 
M icrostructure greotly offects the mechonicol properties , in par• iculor tor 
composition w hen • he 
energγ， y, which isnecessory •o propogote crock, and con be expressed by Eq. (3- 10川 13].
(3-10) K,c = (2Ey)112 
co打lpo si↑ion .
frocfure strength. The relα ↑ionship befween strength ， σ(， ond defecf size, C, which relotes • 0 
the micros•ructure is expressed os following equotion[12 J, 
From this equo•ion,• he increose of Young' modulus as shown in Fig. 3-1 should be one of the 
other foc•ors included in fracture energy term, excep• facfors •o improve the toughness. (3-9) 
C
一2
???
??,J 
σ 
__., 
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effects of SiC dispersion on fhe •ransformafion wil be explained following parfs. The fracfure 
losses, and is 
for fhe transformation foughening, would affect the toughness in this system. 
energy sca什 ers and energy in Eq. (3-10) depends on some irreversible 
expressed by Eq. (3-1 )[14]. 
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where Ys, Yp , Y I\E, yoand Yelc are ↑hermodγnαmic surface energy , energy for •he formofion of 
process zone , energγforαcous1ic emission, dγnamic energγond the 0 • her, respedively. 
μis 0 coefficien•. The dynamic energγincludes kine • ic and oscillation energies for crock. 
For insfcmce , in In addition to Young's modulus , lots of fodor should affec•• he • oughness. 
For 3Y-TZP 1he composites case , there are crack defledìon, bridging ond/or bowing[15]. 
~leneral ， ?• oughness. frodure • he on influences transformability phase case ,• he 
As show n in F?. 3-4, the fracture 10ughness improves w hen 1ransforma1ion eosily occurs. 
In 。moun↑ of m-Zr02 However, the 10ughness increased bγdispersing SiC par• icles. 
composiles is smaller than in monolith ot some sin• ering • emperoture as show n in Fig. 3-5. 
From this resul t, 1he fracture toughness for 3Y-TZP/SiC composifes is offec• ed no↑ onlγbγthe 
I _j 5 
0 
The improvemen• in • oughness for phose transforma• ion, bu• olso bγ ↑ he addition of SiC. 
2 
3Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposites should be a •• ribu• ed to the crack defledion and residual 
Mean grain size /μm 
Fig. 3-10 The fracture toughness for 3Y-TZP monolith and 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC 
nanocomposites after annealing at 1300ac for 10 min in Ar as a function of the mean grain 
slze. 
nanocomposite 
From now, lhe effect of SiC dispersion on the transformation is discussed. The •oughness 
for •ransformation •oughening materials, Kte
'
, con be expressed as following equat?n [17 ], 
In effedive are which mechan?ms toughen?g stress compresslve 
systems[16J. 
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(3-12) 
where K/(プn ， 17 ， V
" 
L1 V, h and v are fracfure toughness for mα↑rìx. the conston t, volume fraction 
of •-Zr02, coeffic?nt of voluminol expansion, thickness of tronsformo• ìon zone and Poisson's 
From Eq. (3-12). it is obvious fhat fhe thickness of transformation zone israfio , respectively. 
Transformafion relates to microstruc•ure , ì. e. , grain size , 
Increasing 
defect 
The phase 
important foctor on the toughness 
and stabilizer conten t, impurity, temperafure and defects[ 1 1,1 8, 19 ,20 .2 1 .22.23J. 
stabilizer and • empera• ure depressed • he • ransforma• ìon[18] and ?creasing 
enhances mortensitic nucleation and thus the transformo•ion is promo ↑ed[1η. 
transformafion can easilγoccur w ith increasing gra? size [1.20.21.22.23]. Fig. 3-10 show s 
0.4 
fhe fracture •oughness of 3Y-TZP monoli•h and 3Y5S as 0 function of the mean grain size after 
The 3Y5S exhibi•ed higher 1.4 1.2 0.6 0.8 1 
Mean grain size /μm 
the surface compressive stress layer is elirγlina ↑ed bγannealing. 
Fig. 3-11 The m-Zr02content in the fracture surface for3Y-TZP monolith and 3YffZP/SiC 
nanocomposites as a function of the mean grain size. 
The m-Zr02 con•enf in the fracture 
The m-Zr02 conter汁
These • ransformafion behavior and 
surface asαfunc↑ion of • he mean grain size is show n in Fig. 3-1 1. 
increased w ith the grain size and • he SiC con• en•. 
toughness than the 3Y -TZP monoli•h a• same grain size. 
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energγthat involved in this constraint that allows the t -Zr02・ On the other hand, when the 
stress for • he transformation from (a) •o (c) is defined by σ円， and the residuαI tensile stress by 
CT" the s•ress required •o •ransform (b) •o (c) should be reduced by CT,. Thus, the s•ress for • he 
transforma• ion isσ円一 σr ・ That is , comparing with • he normal • ransformation , the 
transforma • ion can easilγoccur under the imposition of • he • ensile stress. The theore• icol 
residual tensile uniform s•ress in 3Y5S as shown in Table 2-3 can be assumed •o be between 
63 and 90 M Pa. This tensile stress should enhance the • ransformation. However, this 
effect migh• be smaller than the effect of Young' 5 modulus. 
Next , the compressive stress imposed in SiC particles is taken into considera• ion. 
According •o Choa[26 ], in the nanocomposites tha• the CTE of ma• rix is higher than tha• of 
second phase, the forma•ion of disloca• ions around dispersed par•icles is caused by the high 
compressive stress which is imposed on second phase (i.e. , SiC particulate) , especially for 
the par• icles within the matrix grains. The disloca• ion can be observed in 3Y-TZP matrix 
grain as show n in Fig. 2-13 (a). As mentioned above , existence of defecfs promotes the 
• ransforma• ion[19]. therefore the • ransforma• ion for composites easily occur comparing 
with the monolith due to the existence of the disloca• ions. The •ensile s•ress increases and 
compressive stress decreases with increasing SiC con•en•, while the localized 5• resses should 
increase. Thus. the • ransforma• ion is enhanced by increasing SiC conten• in spi• e of 
increasing Young' s modulus by SiC addition. The • ransformabili •y should be de•ermined by 
the balance between Young' 5 modulus and • he residual s• resses. From • he result. 什ìe
effect of residual s• resses is more effecfive than increase of Young' s modulus in the 
nanocomposite sγstem . 
Firs •, the effect of Young's modulus on the transformαtion will be considered. In the 
Zr02/SiC composi• e case , Young' 5 modulus increases by adding SiC par• icles as shown in Fig. 
3-1. and the composites have higher Young' s modulus than monolith. According • O 
Lange[21]. the effect of the Young' s modulus on the cons• raining matrix can be explained 
by assuming that the transformation onlγinvolves an iso•ropic volume expansion ， εt， which 
can be expressed following equa•ion, 
With Ihis assumption. Ihe strain energy of m-Zr02. USf• for the case of 0 spherical • -Zr02. can be 
expressed by Eq. (3-14). 
2E. E, (ðV,2 
USE = ー ~-_ ~ - -- I 一一 I (3-14) 6 (1 +v,)E2 +2(l -2v2 )E) \ v ノ
w here E and v are the Young' 5 modulus and Poisson' 5 ra• io. and subscript 1 and 2 indica• e 
ma•rix and transforming par•icles. respectively. That is , the greater the Young' 5 modulus of 
constraining matrix. the grea•er •he 5•rain energy, thus it becomes difficult to transform from 
↑ーZr02 to m-Zr02 due to the restraint. From this theory. 3Y-TZP/SiC composites which possess 
higher Young' 5 modulus than monoli• h have s• rong constrain• of the phase transforrna• ion. 
From experimental results. the increase in Young' s modulus is about 10 GPa by incorporating 
5 vol% SiC particulate.. Therefore •-Zr02 grains should be restrained by the higher strain •han 
monoiith, and the • ransformation should be depressed. However. • he results were 
different from • his theory , and thus the effecfs of • he residual 5• resses due to coeffic:ier廿 of
• hermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between 3Y-TZP and SiC are • aken into considera• ion. 
secondly. 
Generally. the phase transformation is progressed bγopplied stress. and • he 
transforma• ion ra •e increases with increasing the 5• ress[24]. Thus , the increase in rn-Zr02 
content in composites should be due • o the residuαI stresses by the CTE mismo• ch. First. 
onlγthe effect of tensile s•ress imposed in ma•rix is discussed using Fig. 3-12. Initial stote (a) 
and (b) in Fig. 3- 12 . トZr02 particle (grain) in both case isembedded in the moterial. In (0), 
no stress is imposed • he surrounding material. w hile in (b) • he residual tensile 5• resses 
including uniform and nonuniform stresses as described in Chopter 2 are imposed w hole 
material. The transformation from (a) to (c) is the normol phase transformo• ion. while from 
(b) •o (c) is •he phase transforma•ion aided bγthe residual s ↑resses ・ At-Zr02 particle in Fig. 
3-12 (c) undergoes a size and shape change by the transformotion. The • ronsforrnation 
from • -Zr02 to m-Zr02 accompanies volume expansion abou• 4.6 % in monoli• hìc case[25]. 
thus the material surrounding the par•icle wil oppose the •ransformation , which is •he s• rain 
Residual tensile 
stress σr 
(a) (b) (c) 
ー~
t-Zr02 m-Zr02 
Fig. 3-12 The schematic illustration of the zr02 phase transformation. The normal phase 
transformation from tetragonal zr02 to monoclinic zr02 isrepresented by going (a) to (c) , and 
indicated that a zr02 particle undergoes a size and shape change. The material surrounding the 
pa門 icle wil oppose the transformation and itis the strain energy that involved in this constraint that 
allows the tetragonal zr02 to be retained. the transformation from (b) to (c) can be aided by the 
residual tensile stress ， σ円 thus the transformation can occur eas?y with less stress. 
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On the other hond, the improvement in the toughness for m icrocomposi• es wos olso 
observed compored with 3下TZP monoli• h. 3Y5SM (3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC microcomposites 
sintered ot 17000C) hove 0 similor toughness os 3Y5S (3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nonocomposi•e 
sintered 0 • 1 700 0 C), in spi• e of smol omount of m-Zr02 conte nt , w hile the • oughness of 
3Y20SM (3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC microcomposites sín ↑e red α↑ 1 7 500C) increosed with increosing 
S?C por• icle s坥e ond the m-Zr02 con• ent olso increose d , compored with 3Y20S (3Y-TZP/20 
vol% SiC nonocomposi• es s匤tered 0• 1750 0 C) os shown Tobles 3-1 and 3-2. These 
behaviors con be explained as follows. 
Next, the toughnes ond •ransformabilíty for 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nono-ond microcomposite 
are discussed. An increosed groin s坥e w ith SiC particle size is show n in Fig. 2-1 1 ond Toble 
2-2. That is , the transformotion occurs more eos ílγwith increosing the SiC particle size. As 
can be seen, 3Y5S hos high m-Zr02 contenL ond thus its • ronsformation occurs more easily 
than 3Y5SM. In • his composite system ,• he transformobili•y depends on Young' s modulus 
ond the residual s• resses os mentioned obove. Effed of Young' smodulus is • aken in• o 
considerolion; Young' s modulus for 3Y5SM ond 3Y5S ore olmost similor, w hich is obout 218 
GPo os show n inToble 3-1. Thus, the effect of Young' s modulus is essen• ially the sarne for 
both composites. 
NexL the effec• s of residual s• resses will be discussed. In the microcomposite case , SiC 
porticles were too lorge •o be incorporated in the 3Y-TZP mo•rix grain. Therefore th?both 
lensile ond compressive stresses for microcomposites wos smoller • hon those for 
nonocomposites os explained in Chop• er 2. Thus the • ronsformobili •y for 3Y5S should be 
decreosed comparing with • hot for nonocomposi• es. From experimen• 01 doto , itcon be , 
see n • hot the toughness for 3Y5SM is olmost some os thot for 3Y5S , implying thot there is 
other toughening mechonism for the composi• es. From these results , itis suppor• ed thot 
excep↑↑ronsformotion りughening ， bridging by lorge SiC por• icles oc• os 0 moin • oughening 
mechonism for microcomposites. 
The difference of the • oughness ond tronsformobility be• ween 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC nonoｭ
ond microcomposite sin• ered ot 17500C (3Y20S ond 3Y20SM) is now considered. In the 
3Y20SM, groin size increosed wi• h increosing SiC particle size os some os 3Y5SM, however its 
increosing rote w os lorger thon thot of 3Y5SM. The difference of • he groin size stronglγ 
offeds the tronsformobilitγfor 3Y20SM. The effec• of Young' s modulus on the 
tronsformobili• y wos quite smoll os mentioned in 3Y5SM cose , so thot the effect of • he 
residuol 5• re sses is discussed. The residuol 5• resses con be closs凬ied bγuniform ond 
nonuniform stresses os described in Chopter 2. Until now the residuol stresses w ithou• 
distinction of uniform ond nonuniform s• resses ore considered for • he explonotion. From 
now, they ore stric tlγdis ↑inguished eoch 0•her. The both •ensile ond compressive uniform 
stresses for microcomposites is smoller thon those for nonocomposites os exploined in 
Chopter 2, however, nonuniform stress for microcomposi•es , which should genera• e rnoinlγ 
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ot grain boundory, is lorger thon that for nonocomposites. Thus locolized s•ress for 3Y20SM 
is lo rg e , w hich increoses w 咜h increosing SiC por• icle size. This locolized s• ress should 
enhonce the • ro nsform o• io n. Esp eciolly , for 3Y20ワOSM ， spontoneous microcracks were 
ge nero• e d by lorge locolized s• re ss • o relox the stress , ond ↑ hen ↑ he ↑ ronsformα↑ ion should 
occur occom ponγing microcrock formotion. From those considera t ion, the irnprovemen• 
in the •oug hness for 3Y20SM is o ttribu•ed •o the increosing tronsfo rmobili•y due •o large groin 
size , crack d e fle c• io n ond bridging bγlo rge SiC por• icles . In oddi tion, microcrocking is olso 
importoけ toug hening mechonism for 3Y20勺OS M.
3.4.2 8YSZ/SiC Composites 
The fra c• ure strength of 8YSZ wαs remorkobly improved by incorporo• ing SiC por• icle s. 
M icrostrudure greotly o ffec• 5 • he mechonicol proper• ies such os froc• ure s• rength ond the 
relo • io nship b e • we e n strength ond defect size os expressed by Eq. (3-9). Thus this 
remorkoble improvement in the s•rength moy be 0什ribu ↑ed ↑o following reosons. The firs• 
is the refinement of the motrix groin size. M ean grain size of monoli• hic 8YSZ sintered ot 
14000C wos 7μm ， w hile nonocomoposites dispersed 5 ond 20 vol% SiC were 3 ond 1μm ， 
respec tively , even though • hey were sintered 0 • higher tempero•ures . In addition , from Fig. 
2・ 14 ， the homogeneity in the motrix groin size dis• ribu• ion is given os 0 second reoson. 
When lorge grain exists in the materia l, the groin becomes fracture origin. The relotionship 
be•w een (moximum groin s ize) ー 1/2 ond fracture s•reng• h for olmost fully densified specimen 
is shown in Fig. 3-13. Densified 8YSZ, 8Y5S ond 8Y20S exhibi• tho• the streng• h is in' 
proportionol to (moximum groin size) -I !2, so thot •he improvement in strength mus• be due to 
reduc • ion of defect size, which iscoused by the refine ond homogenized microstructure by 
odding fine SiC porticles. As ex pressed bγEq. (3-9) ,• he strength rela • es to the frodure 
toughness, nex•,• he effec• of SiC por•icle on the •oughness is inves• igo•ed. 
The improvemen• in the frocture toughness olso ofteded • he improvemen• in the 
strength. 1 ncreose in Young' smodulus os show n in Fig. 3-6 should contribu• e to 
improvement in bo什1 the toughness ond s• rength. In oddi• ion,• he increose in fradure 
•oughness is 0 •• ribu •ed •o the crack deflection 0 • crock tip by second phose. As shown in 
Fig . 3・ 14 ，the crock propogoted s• raight through • he 8YSZ grains for the monolith, while it wos 
deflec•ed by SiC porticle for the 20 vol% SiC nonocomoposite. Therefore crock deflec• ion 
moy contribute • o the toughness improvemen• in the composites. Fober 針。1. [27]
repor• ed • he • heoreticol predidion of improvemen• in • oughness onlγby deflection for 
vorious shopes of dispersion phose. According to their results , the • oughness incremen• con 
be estimoted obout 20 % for 20 vol% SiC composi•e when SiC por•iculate is dispersed os 0 
second phose. Theore• icol ond experimen• 01 frocture toughness ore show n in Fig. 3-15, 
ond • he experimentol results ogreed well wi• h theoreticol one. The improvemen• in 
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• oughness observed in this work moy be moinlγcoused bγ ↑he deflection ot crock tip due • 0 
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Fig. 3-15 The theoretical fracture toughness improved by crack deflection due to second 
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3.5 Conclusions 
Fig.3・13 The relationship between the strength and (maximum grain size)叩 for 8YSZ 
monolith and 8YSZlSiC nano- and microcomposites. The open symbols 
nanocomposites and the solid ones the microcomposites. 
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The effects of SiC dispersion on • he proper• ies were I 
and 8YSZ/SiC properties for 3Y-TZP /SiC mechanical chapter, • he ? ?
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microcomposi• es were evaluated. 
For 3Y-inves• iga• ed including the effect of their micros• ructure discussed in Chapter 2. 
TZP/SiC composites , • he effects of SiC par• iculo • e on • he phase • ransforma • ion were also 
Following conclusions were obtoined. 
3Y-TZP/SiC composites 
5•udied. 
Young's modulus ond hardness increased wi• h increosing SiC con•en•. 
The moximum frocture s•rength for each composition was obout 1.5 GPa, no effect of SiC 
This is due • o grain grow th during sin• ering , because higher 
sln• ering tempera• ure is necessary to densifγthe composites os SiC conten• increases. On 
the 0 • her hond, the streng什l for microcomposites strongly decreased with increasing SiC 
particle size , which isat• ribu • ed • o the increase of defect size by grain growth and 1αrge SiC 
particles. 
This is due to crock deflection, crack The • oughness was improved by SiC oddi• ion. 
dispersion w 05 observed. 
phose 
de• ermined by • he balance omong 
following effects: Young's modulus of the mo•erial surrounding transformed particles which 
The transformobili• y. In Increase 
transformability for eoch composition should be 
the ond s• resses residual • he by shielding 
Fig.3-14The SEM images of crack propagation for(a)the 8YSZ monolith sintered at1400E℃ 
and (b) the 8YSZl20 vol% SiC nanocomposite 剖 1800'C.
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suppresses the • ransforma • ion, and the residual s• resses which depend on CTE misma• ch 
between 3Y-TZP and SiC and morphology. The tensile stress helps t-Zr02 to • ransform • o 
m-Zr02 ,and dislocation, formed around intragranular SiC par• icles •o relαx the high residual 
compressive s• ress , promo• es the mar• ensitic nucleation. In this sys• em, the residual s• resses 
are more effective than the increase in Young's modulus , thus the transformabili↑γfor the 
nanocomposites was larger than tha• for monoli• h . For 3Y-TZP /5 vol% SiC microcomposi• e 
case , the crack deflection, bridging by large SiC par• icles should be main reasons of • he 
toughness improvement. On the other hand, for 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC microcomposites , large 
malrix grain and microcrack • oughening also con• ribu• e • o the increase in toughness , in 
addi •ion to the •oughening mechanism for 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC microcomposite. 
8YSZ/SiC comoosi •es 
Young' s modulus and hardness increased wi• h increasing SiC content. 
The fracture strength strongly improved from 300 MPa •o 750 MPa bγ20 vol% nanoぅized
SiC addi• ion. This is at • ributed • o fine and homogeneous microstructure achieved bγSiC 
addi• ion . 
The fradure • oughness was also improved from 2.0 to 2.6 M Pam 1/2 due to • he crack 
deflection by SiC par•icles a • the crack tip. 
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4 High Temperature Mechanical Properties of 
ZrO/SiC Composites 
4.1 Introduction 
An increasing demand for high performance ma• erials in modern-day technology has 
begun to emerge ceramics asα ↑ trac↑ ive candidates for cedain engineering applications 
both at ambienl and elevated tempera• ures. The 3 mol% Y203 stabilized Zr02 (3Y-TZP)/SiC 
and 8 mol% Y?03 sfabilized Zr02 (8YSZ)/SiC nanocomposi• es have excellent mechanical 
proper• ies al ambien•• emperoture os described in Chapter 3. However, i• has been 
reported tho• tefrogonol Zr02 polycrys• 015 (TZP) grea ↑|γdegrade in its sfreng• h and 
•oughness wi•h increasing femperature , becouse of • he lock in • ransformotion • oughening 
ot high temperalures[1 ,2 ,3A]. If the strength ond • oughness for TZP at high temperatures 
were improved, TZP bosed materials would be more a什ractive candidate for advanced 
structurol opplications , such as engine components. In fac• , various tγpes of composi• es, 
w hich include SiC ond Ab03 w hiskers , fibers , platele• or par• icles, have been s• udied 10 
improve high-temperature mechonical proper• ies of TZP[5 ,6,7,8]. Tsukuma e • al.[8] 
reported that strength of the Y-TZP/20 wt% Ab03 composite was 700 MPa a • 1 OOooC, while 
that of the Y-TZP monolith was 300 MPa at 1000oC. 1• is also important to improve the high 
tempera• ure mechonical properties of 8YSZ , because it is used as a solid oxide fuel cell 
(SOFC) for high temperatures. The increase in high-temperature strength will widen its I 
application. 
Ceramic ma• erials reinforced by nano-sized SiC particles have been repor• ed to show 
superior mechanical proper• ies even at high • empera• ures due to inhibi• ion of • he grain 
boundarγsliding by SiC particles a• grain boundaries[9 , 10,1 1,12]. 
In this chapter, high-•empera• ure fracture strength of 3Y-TZP /SiC and 8YSZ/SiC 
nonocomposi•es was evaluo•ed up to 1 400oC, and the role of SiC dispersion on the s•reng• h 
wos investigated. For 3Y-TZP/SiC composi•es, high-• emperature fracture • oughness was 
olso evoluo•ed bγ ↑he single edge pre-cracked beom (SEPB) method. 
4.2 Deformation Mechanism at High Temperatures 
In genero l, ceramics wi• h high mel• ing poin• show britfle-fractured wi• hou• plas• ic 
deformotion 0• ombien• tempera• ure . However, plostic deformo• ion and/or creep 
behovior con occur ot elevoted • emperatures even bri什 le ceromics. け is importont to 
make clear the deformation and fracture behavior at high • empera• ures when • he 
materiols are applied os s• ructurol materials. Characteris• ic phenomena observed in 
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fracfure for ceramics a• high fempera • ures are as follows[13]: (i) slow crack growth (SCG) 
1 hat crack propagates along grain boundaries under • he s• ress to ex tend the crack, (i) 
blunling of crack lip and (ii) plαstic deformation and creep. The plas• ic deformation for 
ceramics at high •emperatures is caused mainly by disloca•ion climb, diffusional creep and 
grain boundary slip described as follows. The deformation of ceramics grea•Iy depends on 
no• only the tempera•ure bu• also microstructure (i.e ., grain size and porosity). 
Dislocation climb[14] 
Disloca• ion climb , tha• is the movemen• of dislocations ou• of •heir slip planes, requires 0 
diffusional kind of jump of an a • om obove • he dislocation line into the dislocotion, ond the 
climb process depends on the diffusion of lat• ice vacancies and • he rate of deforma• ion is 
con•rolled bγdiffusion . In the case of polycrγstol ceramics, grain boundαries act as bαrriers 
to the glide of dislocations, and each grain blocks the shear of others with the resul• that the 
aggregate is no• duc• ile . The grain size is importan• in de• ermining • he yield and fracture 
strength of ceromics. The Pe1ch equa• ion show s • he rela• ionship be •ween the yield 
strength ， σ， ond the grain size, d , for a moterial which deforms bγdislocafion glide, 
σ=σ; + B/cf1/2 (4-1 ) 
where , B and (Ji are a cons• ant and • he friction stress which is a measure of the 10• tice 
resistonce ogainsf deformation. The dislocation slip is a dominan• mechanism for 
deforma• ion a • lower • empera• ures and high stress , and also controls deforma• ion a • high I 
femperafures for the material consists of large grαins. In general , ceramics are difficul•• o 
deform plas• ically by dislocation climb af ambient temperature , because Peierls stress for 
ceramics is larger than that for metals. 
Diffusional creep[15] 
In diffusional, or Nabarro-Herring, creep process, self-diffusion within grains of 0 
polycrys• alline solid allow s fhe solid 10 yield under an applied sfress. Deforma• ion resul• s 
from diffusional flow within eoch grain owoy from those boundaries where there is 0 normol 
compressive force (high chemical polenfial) foword boundories hoving 0 normol tensile 
stress os shown in Fig. 4-1. The deformation by diffusionol creep isolwoysαccompanied by 
grain boundary sliding. 
Grain boundary sliding[16] 
Grain boundary sliding is an imporfon• deformation mechanism in polycrystαlI ine ceramic 
materiols. It dominates the plas• ic flow in ultrafine grained ceramics and ceramic motrix 
composites a • eleva•ed temperatures. In the polycrystalline solid , grain boundary sliding is 
an in• egrol port of diffusional creep. The total process can be treoted ei• her as 
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deformafion by diffusional creep with grain boundary sliding , or as deforma• ion by grain 
boundarγsliding wi•h diffusional creep. 
σ 
ー咽~ σ -・・ー
Fig.4・ 1 Schematic illustration of Nabarro-Herring creep. 
4.3 Experimental Procedure 
4.3.1 Specimen Preparation 
Zr02 (3Y-TZP and 8YSZ) monoliths and Zr02/SiC nanocomposites were fabricated using a 
conven• ional method as descried in Chapter 2. Sin• ered materials were mαchined into 
rectangular bar specimens (3 x 4 x 36mm) for evaluation of strength and (3 x 4 x 18mm) for 
• oughness , respectively. The specimens were polished w ith 0.5μm diamond paste and 
• heir edges of tensile surface were beveled at about 45 0 • o avoid the fracture from the 
specimen edges. The detail of each sample was shown in Tables 4-1 and 4 ・ 2 .
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Table 4-1 Characteristic prope出es of the 3Y-TZP monolith and 3Y-TZP/SiC nanocomposites for 
high-temperature mechanical properties measurement 
R. densitY 1% 
3Y-TZP1500 100 
3Y5S1700 
3Y20S1750 
100 
100 
Grain size I μm 
0.465 
1.083 
0.752 
3Y-TZP1500 ・ 3Y-TZP monolith sintered at 1500ac 
R.T.σIMPa 
1595 
1521 
1554 
3Y5S1700 : 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 1700ac 
3Y20S1750 : 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 1750ac 
R. density : Relative density 
R.T. σ: Fracture strength at room temperature 
R.T. K,c l MPam'l2 
3.65 
4.71 
4.76 
R.T. K,c: Fracture toughness at room temperature measured by SEPB method 
Table 4 ・2 Characteristic prope附es of the 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZlSiC nanocomposites for highｭ
temperature strength measurement. 
8YSZ1400 
8Y5S1700 
8Y20S1850 
R. density 1% 
99.3 
100 
100 
8YSZ1400 : 8YSZ monolith sintered at 1400C-C 
Grain size I μm 
6.98 
2.62 
1.03 
8Y5S1700 : 8YSZl5 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 1700ac 
8Y20S1850 : 8YSZl20 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 1850ac 
R. density :円elative density 
R.T. σ: Fracture strength at room temperature 
4.3.2 Evaluations 
Fracture S•rena•h 
R.T. σIMPa 
297.9 
584.2 
746.6 
Fracture streng• h at high temperatures was measured by three point bending me• hod 
using and universal festing machine (Autograph , model AG-1 OTC , Shimazu Co. Ltd. , Japan) 
in Ar. Crosshead speed and the span were 0.5 mm/min and 30 mm , respectively. The 
5•reng•h was given bγEq. (3-3). 
Fracture Touqhness 
Fracture toughness at high temperotures was measured by SEPB method[17] with span 
of 16 mm at crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min in an Ar atmosphere up to 1 4000C 05 described 
follows. Vickers indentation was placed 0 • the cen• er of • he polished surface (tensile 
plane) with load of 98 N. The indented specimen was located on the suppor•ing groove 
of the anvil as illus•ra•ed in Fig. 4-2, and then the crack star• er was aligned with •he center of 
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The high-• emperature 3Y5S 1700, 3Y20S 1750 and 3Y-TZP 1500 as described in Chap• er 2. The load was applied • o the specimen, and increased grodually •he bridge configuration. 
• es• Increaslng with decreased rapidly nanocom posites and monoli• h for s• rength load was immedia• ely released after • he The until a pop-in sound was de• ec• ed. 
This is probably due to the decrease in • ransformation toughening effect. tem perature. Three poin• bending measuremen• was conducted to the in• roduc• ion of pop-in crack. 
• he • hen and tempera• ure , Increaslng with stable 什10reIS phase te • ragonal The The •oughness, K1c (MPam l12 ) , was calcula•ed from the pm-crack specimen with pre-crack. 
As is hard to occur. (m-Zr02) monoclinic to (• -Zr02) • efragonal • ransformation from length , 0 , as illus ↑「αted in Fig. 4-3 using Eq. (4-2) , 
mentioned in Chapter 3, the transforma•ion •oughening for composi•es is enhanced by the 
However, the stresses are gradually residual stresses, compared w ith 3Y-TZP monolith. (4-.2) 
PS K，c 二一一τï2 f(a/ W)xO.3101 
BW' 
enhancemen• of • ransformation 
門lechanical
Although the 
• oughening for nanocomposites should be graduallγdecreased w i• h decrease in the 
the • ransformation toughening affects the 
reduced w ith increasing • empera• ure. 
that is considered 5• resses , it 
w here p, 5, 8 and W are frac• ure load (kgf) , the span (in this case , 16 mm) ,• hickness of 
specimen (3 mm) and width of specimen (4 mm). respectively, and in the case tha• S/Wis 
4, f(a/W) is expressed as following Eq. (4-3) , Therefore the decrease proper•ies for composites until • he s•resses are perfec•Iy released. 
in the strength for composites wi• h temperature was smaller • han that for 3Y-TZP monolith, 
even though the streng• h for 3Y-TZP does no• change bγincorporating SiC par• icula•e a • (4-.3) 2 1.99-(α / W)(l -(α / W))(2.15 -3. 93(α /W)+2.7(α / W)2 [Cα / W) = 3(σ / W)II 
2(1 + 2(α / W))(l-a / W)3/2 However, most of • he stresses should be released at 1200 0 C, the room temperature. 
which o • her fac• ors Thus monolith. than higher strength stil exhibi1ed composites 
generafed the difference befween monoli•h and composi•es are considered as follows 
Fig. 4-5 displays the load/displacement for 3Y-TZPI500 , 3Y5S 1700 and 3Y20S 1750 at (a) 
in the slope can be es↑imα ↑ed from the modulus Young's 1200口C.? ?6000C and 
Unstablle 
crack 
growth load/displacemen• curve, Young' s modulus for 3Y20S 1750 was higher than that of 3Y-TZP no• 
only at room tempera •ure as show in Fig. 3-3, bu• also at elevated temperatures in Fig. 4-
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Fig. 4-3 Schematic illustration of fracture surfacE 
precracked and tested by three-point bending. 
a= 
Anvil 
Fig. 4 ・2 Perspective view of an anvil. Central 
groove for the deflection of a specimen surface a 
pair of suppoけ grooves perpendicular to it , and side 
cut to keep the suppoけ span from being not more 
than the specimen length 
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4.4 Results and Discussions 
3Y-TZP1500 
3Y5S1700 
3Y20S1750 
一-0-一
一 口 - -
a 
200 Nanocomposites 3Y-TZP/SiC 4.4.1 
Fracture S•renoth 
1500 500 1000 
Test temperature / oC 
o L. . ~ c . ~ 
。Fig. 4-4 shows the variation of fracture strength as a function of •he •est •empera• ure for 
3Y-TZP monolith sin•ered a• 15000 C (3Y-TZP 1500) , 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nanocomposi•ea• 17000 C 
(3Y5S 1700) and 3Y-TZP /20 vol% SiC at 17 500C (3Y20S 1750) Fig .4 ・4 The fracture strength as a function of temperature for 3Y-TZP monolith sintered at 
1500<C, 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite at 1700<C and 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC at 
1750<C. 
These three specimens have 
similar strength a• room • empera•ure, abou• 1.5 GPa as shown in Chap•er 3. 
of the specimens was different from each other, which becomes smaller in the order of 
The groin size 
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The s• rength for composites This is due to SiC particulote wi• h high Young' s modulus. 5. 
should be higher • hon thot for monolith due •o the improvemen• of Young' s m odulus , 
becouse s• reng•h is proportionol •o the squore roo• of Young' s modulus os exploined bγ Eqs. 
The typicol lood/displocement curvesαt vorious • es•• e m peratures for (3-9) ond (3-10). 
Young's modulus become 3Y-TZP1500 ond3Y20S1750 oreindicα↑ed in Figs. 4-6 (0) ond (b). 
This decreose in Young' s modulus olso results smα11 with increose in temperoture obviously. 
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Fig. 4-6 The typical load/displacement curves at various test temperatures for 3Y-TZP 
monolith sintered at i 5000C and 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC nanocomposite at i 750OC. 
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Displacement / mm 
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20 
。
。
Fig . 4・5 The load/displacement at (a) 6000C and (b) i 2000C for 3Y-TZP monolith sintered at 
i 500OC, 3Y-TZP/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite at 17000C and 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC at 1750OC. 
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In the bo• h coses of monolith ond composites , yielding αnd nonlineor behovior were 
observed, but the yielding tempero• ure for eoch specimen w os differen•: 12000C for 
monolith ond 14000C for composi•es. Generol ly, the deformo• ion behovior chonges from 
slip • o diffusionol creep with decreosing grain size , ond w hen grain size is under sub-micron 
ond equioxis ,• he plosfic deformo• ion occurs by groin boundory sliding. In • his sys• em , the 
groin size for 3Y -TZP 1500 ond 3Y20S 1 750 is below 1μm ， therefore the groin boundory sliding 
should be dominon• mechonism for the deformotion. However, i• is difficult for 3Y5S 1700 • o 
deform by groin boundory sliding becouse of lorger groin size , over 1μm ， compored with 
thof for 3Y-TZP 1500 ond 3Y20S 1750. For the monolith , the plos• ic deformo• ion behovior wos 
observed ot lower temperoture , becouse its groin size wos smoller thon 什)ot of the 
composites. This phenomenon should depend on only groin size , becouse 3Y5S 1700 w os 
deformed by lower stress ond •emperoture thon 3Y20S 1750, in spite of 1αrge grain size. Thus, 
i• is obvious tho• SiC por• iculo•e inhibits the grain boundory sliding in composite coses. The 
deformo• ion for 3Y20S1750 with lots of SiC por↑ iclesαt groin boundories should be more 
depressed • hon 3Y5S 1700. SEM imoges of • he frodure surfoce for 3Y-TZP 1500 ond 
3Y20S1750 0 • 10000 C are ex hibi• ed in Fig. 4-7. For the composites, obvious 
• ransgronular/britlle froc1ures wos observed even ot 1200 0 C, w hile for monoli• h, 
in• ergranulor frodure w os dominont. This is on evidence thot odded SiC por• iculo• e 
depressed the plos• ic deformotion vio •he groin boundory sliding. 
Fracture Touahness 
High-tem peroture frac• ure • oughness for 3Y-TZP 1500, 3Y5S 1700 ond 3Y20S 1750 w os 
evoluofed bγSEPB me• hod. The results ore show n in Fig. 4-8. The foughness for bo• h 
monolith and nonocomposites ropidlγdecreosed with increosing • empera• ure. This i:sdue 
to normol fol-off of the tronsformotion • oughening effect w i• h increosing • emperoture. 
Compared wilh the monoli•h, however, the toughness for the composi•es wos higher ond 
in the order of 3Y5S 1700 ond 3Y20S 1750. Generally , the toughness for 3Y-TZP moteriols 
greotly depends on the phose fransformα↑ion ot ombier汁↑emperoture ， ond thus the higher 
•oughness of composi•es should be 0什ributed ↑o the enhonced •ronsformo• ion toughening 
by the residuol stresses similor •o ot room tempero•ure. In oddition , the crock deflection 0 • 
SiC par• icles ond high Young I s modulus should olso influence the increose in the •oughness for 
composite coses. 
On the other hond , the increose in toughness wos observed ofter decreose in the 
toughness. The foughness of 3Y-TZP monoli•h increosed obove 1 2000 C, while the increose 
in the foughness for composites wos observed obove 14000C. The temperotures of 
12000C ond 14000C for monolith ond composi• es were coincided the • emperotures • hot 
exhibi•ed plostic deformofion for eoch somple os men• ioned obove. Thus the increose in 
the • oughness might be ot • ribu• ed • o the plos• ic deformotion ond/or crαck blunting. SiC 
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dispersion hos lorge effec• on inhibition of • he groin boundory sliding , ond thus • he 
temperature tho•• he increose in the • oughness wos observed for composites should be 
higher thon thot for monolith. 
~ -圃圃・・・・・・.. ・・・・・・・・・・a・
Fig.4・7 SEM images of the fracture surface for (a) 3Y-TZP monolith sintered at 15000C 
and (b) 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC nanocomposite at 17500C at 1 OOOOC in test temperature. 
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for both monolith and composites reduced wi• h increasing tes•• empera• ure , but the 
This higher Young' s modulus for 
composites resulted in the higher s• rength • han monoli• h. In oddition, dynomic groin 
growth for 8YSZ monolith wos confirmed during the meosurements os shown in Figs. 4-12 (0) 
composites hod higher Young' s modulus thon monoli• h. 
Fig. 4-12 is SEM images of fracture suバoce: (0) ond (b) ore 8YSZ 1400 0• room 
temperature and 12000C in tes• temperature , (c) ond (d) 8Y5S1700 ot 12000C and 14000C 
ond (b). 
一-0- 3Y-TZP1500 ? ? ?
ハU
??? ????????口合
The grain grow th observed in 8YSZ and (e) ond (f) ore 8Y20S1850 0 • 1 2000C and 1 4000C 
monolith should cause the decrease in the strength. On • he other hond, grain grow th 
during measurements for composites should be suppressed bγSiC dispersion, thus the 
¥ 
¥ 
Additionolly , i• is considered 什lot ↑ hedecrease in 5• rength was smoller • han monoli• h. 
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decrease in the strength for monolith is also at•ribu•ed •o the decrease in Young' s modulus 
w ith increasing • emperoture ond slow crock growth (SCG); 0 crock tends • o propogo• e 
olong w eok groin boundories due • o high impurity concentro• ion and low er mel• ing poin• 
2 日口町」比
•han 8YSZ grain. 1500 1000 500 
。
From Fig. 4-1 (b) , both composites exhibi• ed plostic deformαtion 0 • 1400oC, however, Test temperature / oC 
The 8Y5S 1700. • hon frac• ure yield • o lorger displocemen• from hod • he 8 Y20S 1850 Fig .4・8The fracture toughness as a function of temperature for 3Y-TZP monolith sintered alt 
8Y20S 1850 seems to be deformo• ion eosily, even •hough its yield stress wos higher thon thot 
1500"C, 3Y -TZP/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite at 1700CC and 3Y-TZP/20 vol% SiC at 1750CC. 
On • he other hand • he 8YSZ 1400 showed bri什 le fracture even ot 1400oC. for 8Y5S 1700. 
The slip 
deformotion by disloco• ion movements occurs eosily w hen groin size is lorge , con• rory • o 
deformotion by diffusionol creep ond groin boundory sliding becomes dominant 
In this case , the grain size for both monoli• h and composi• es were 
The deformotion mechonism greotly depends on groin size as mentioned obove. 
Nanocomposites 
Fracture S•renoth 
8YSZ monolith sin• ered ot 14000C (8YSZ 1400), 8YSZ/5 ond 20 vol% SiC nanocomposites 
4.4.2 8YSZ/SiC 
wi• h 
decreosing groin size. 
The 。bove 1μm ， thus the diffusionol creep should be dominon• deformation mechanism. 
hot-pressed ot 1 7000C ond 18500C (8Y5S 1700 ond 8Y20S 1850) were used for meosurements 
each strength in 門lOXlmu門1exhibi• ed the s• rength , w hich were of high-• empera• ure plostic diffusionol creep rate is olso enhonced bγdecreasing grain size ,• herefore , • he 
deformation wos observed in order of 8Y20S 1850, 8Y5S 1700 ond 8YSZ 1400. 
As show n in Fig. 4-12, bo • h transgranulor and groin boundary frac• ure modes were 
Fig. 4-9 ex presses the strength for 8YSZ monolith 
The s•rength for monoli• h ond ond 8YSZ/SiC nonocompositesαs 0 function of •emperature. 
composi• ion ot ombient temperature. 
The s• rength for 8YSZ 1400, 8Y5S 1700 ond c omposi•es sligh •Iy decreosed with tempera•ure. 
observed for monolith ot ombien•• em peroture (Fig. 4-12 (0)) , fracture behovior turned to 
8Y20S 1850 0 • 1 OOooC were 160 MPo, 380 MPo ond 580 MPo,• herefore decreasing ra •es of 
comple↑elγgrain boundory froclure 0 • elevated temperature oround 12000C (Fig. 4-12 (b)). 
The change from the groin boundory froc• ure to • ransgranulor is usuolly ottributed • o 
•he s•rength from room temperoture •o 1 OOooC for 8YSZ 1400, 8Y5S 1700 ond 8Y20S 1850 were 
For 8Y20S 1850, 5• rengthening • he groin boundories by SiC por• icles 0 • groin boundaries. 
frac• ure behovior changed from transgronular 0• below 
SiC dispersion obviously depressed the decrease in the streng• h 0 • 
elevo ↑edte門lperotures.
46.7 , 34.5 ond 22.7 %. 
The decreosing ra • es for 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZ/SiC composites 
12000C (Fig. 4-12 (e)) 10 grain 
boundary fracture 0 • 1400 0 C (Fig. 4-12 (f)) , while , for 8Y5S1700,• ransgranular froc• ure was 
demons•roted even 0 • 14000 C (Fig. 4-12 (d)). 
were smoller •hon thot fm 3Y-TZP 1500, 3Y5S 1700 and 3Y20S 1750 which were 72.6, 62.4 ond 
becouse 52.3 %, 5• ress-induced of • he is independen• sys•em strength for 8YSZ • he The change of fracture mode for 8Y20S 1850 
high-the degrαdo↑ion in ropid • he IS repor• ed • ha• It transformo• ion toughening. deformation occurred at plas• ic deformotion, because the the reloted • o should be 
tempero• ure streng• h is observed in other nonocomposi• e sys• ems even though • he 
The diffusionol creep rote , 
which is mainlγgrain boundary mechonism, for 8Y20S 1850 is higher thon thot for 8Y5S 1700 os 
mentioned above , then , crock con be eosily propagated along • he grain boundary for 
1 2000C and 1 400oC, and • he SCG os well as monolith. be •ween 
strength fm monolith groduolly decreαses[18] ， however, the ropid decrease does no• occur 
The rela•ionships between load in the 8YSZ/SiC nanocomposite sys•em os shown in Fig. 4-9. 
8Y20S 1850 at 1400oC. 
and displocement 0 • vorious temperatures for 8Y20S 1850, ond ot 10000C and 14000C for 
Young' s modulus monoli•h ond composi•es are shown in Fig. 4-10 and Figs. 4-1 (0) and (b) ・
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Fig . 4 ・9 The fracture strength as a function of temperature for 8YSZ monolith sintered at 
1400CC, 8YSZl5 vol% SiC nanocomposite at 1 700CC and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 1 850CC. 
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Fig. 4-11 The load/displacement at (a)1 OOOCC and (b)1400CC for 8YSZ monolith sintered at 
1400CC, 8YSZl5 vol% SiC nanocomposite at 1700CC and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 1850CC. 
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SiC vol% 8YSZf20 for temperatures vanous 
80 
at Fig. 4・10 The load/displacement 
nanocomposite sintered at 1850CC. 
Fig. 4・12 SEM images of the fracture surfaces for (a)8YSZ monolith at room temperature in test 
temperature , (b)8YSZ monolith at1200℃， (C)8YSZ/5vol% SiCnanocomposite at1200℃， (d)8YSZ/5 
VO|%SIC at 1 400℃， (e)8YSZ/20V01% SiC a11200℃ and (f)8YSZ/20 VO|%SiC at1400℃. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
The high tempera • ure mechanical proper• ies for 3Y-TZP monolifh , 3Y-TZP/SiC 
nanocomposites, 8YSZ monolith and 8YSZ/SiC composites were evalualed , and effecfs of 
nano-sized SiC particulate on mechanical properfies and plastic deformation were 
inves• igated. 
3Y -TZP /Siﾇ nanocomposi•es 
The high-temperature strength was slighfly improved by incorpora• ing SiC particulate. 
This should be due to • he increase in Young's modulus and the toughness. Furthermore , 
plasfic deformation was suppressed due to inhibition of grain boundarγsliding by SiC 
paけicles at grain boundaries. On the 0• her hand, the increase in the toughness should be 
attributed to the increase in Young' s modulus , crack deflecfion and the residual stresses un•il 
the stresses were fully released. 
8YSZ/SiC nanocomposites 
The high-temperature 5• rength for composi• es can be improved by dispersing SiC 
particula•e. This improvemen• should be attribu• ed to increase in Young's modulus , inhibi• ion 
ofdγnamic grain growth of matrix and SCG. 8YSZ/20 vol% SiC nanocomposi• e hod more 
than 500 M Pa in strength a • 1200 0 C without • he rapid decrease in the strength ,• hus ,• his 
materials can be expected to be used as 0 new struc• ure moleriol ot high tempero• ures 
such os Ab03 or SbNd・
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5 lonic Conductivity for 8YSZ/SiC Composites 
5.1 Introduction 
Yttrio stobilized zirconio (YSZ) is 0 representotive solid eledrolyte in solid oxide fuel cell 
(SOFC) moteriols becouse of its low electronic ond high oxygen ion condudivi• y[I] . 
Insteod of its excellen• elec• ricol proper• ies, YSZ possesses low mechonicol proper• ies , for 
ins• once , 300 M PO in frocture s• reng • h. Vorious Ab03 por• icles dispersed composites hove 
been investigoted • o improve • he poor mechonicol property for YSZ[2 .3 A ，5刈 Ab03 is on 
insulo• or ond hos superior • hermol condudivi↑γond mechαnicol proper↑γeven 0 • high 
tempero• ures[7]. compored wi• h 8 mol% Y203 s• obilized zirconio (8YSZ) , Besides , Ab03 
dispersed te • rogonol zirconio polycrystol (TZP) hos • he highes• streng • h omong the Zr02 
bosed ceromics[8]. 1I hos been repor• ed thot the mechonicol proper•ies of Ab03 dispersed 
YSZ were improved , for instonce , the streng• h improved up • o 470 M PO bγodding 30 vol% 
AI203[4]. On the 0• her hond , for ionic condudivity of those composi• es, some reseorchers 
insisted •ho• the ionic conductivity decreosed with increosing Ab03 con• en• [2 ,3] , the others 
repor• ed beneficiol effeds of AI203 oddi• ion on the condudivity [5刈. 1 n this w ork, SiC 
porliculo•e which issemiconduc•ive moteriol ond hos excellent mechonicol properties wos 
seleded os 0 second phose dispersion. The strength ot ombier汁 tempero ↑ ure wos 
remorkobly improved 10 750 M PO bγdispersing 20 vol% SiC porticles. Fur• hermore , the 
strength of αbou ↑ 600 MPo wos ochieved even 0 • 1 OOooC os described in Chopters 3 ond 4. ' 
In • his chopter, speciol emphosis w os ploced on understonding of the effed of fine SiC 
dispersion on ionic conductivity of 8YSZ. The influence on the conductivity ossocio•ed with 
the different size of dispersed SiC wos olso investigoted. 
5.2 Experimental Procedure 
Specimens for impedonce meosuremen• were mαchined in•o plotelets ( ~5 x 5 x 0.3-0.6 
mm). The choroderistic of the specimens used w os show n in Toble 5-1. De• oils of 
choracteristic of s• orting pow ders , fobricotion procedure ond microstructure for • he 
specimens were demons•roted in Chop•er 2, ond their mechonicol proper• ies were shown 
in Chop•er 3. 
Impedonce meosurement wos corried out for 0 frequency ronge of 20 Hz to 1 M Hz on 
the plotele • specimens with Ag poste electrodes during cooling process from 802 0 C • 0 
2000C in Ar. The ionic resistonce wos obtoined by complex impedαnce plot from 
impedonce , l , ond the phose ong l e ， θ. Grain boundory , lot • ice ond • 0 • 01 condudivity ， σ， 
were colculoted by the Eq. 5-1 , where the eoch resistonce (i .e ., groin boundory, 10什ice ond 
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The chαracteristic of each sam ple is 
In order • o confirm • he effects of nano-sized SiC dispersion, ionic 
• he effect of matrix grain size on ionic conduc• ivity. 
show n in Table 5-1. 
complex 
impedance plo↑ (Fig . 5・ 1) ，t is the thickness of each specimen, and 5 is• he surface areCl of an 
in the 。ppeared。 diαmeter of each circle de• ermined as total) , R, was 
conduc• ivity was measured for 5 and 20 vol% micro-sized SiC (1.2μm in par• icle size) elec•rode . 
dispersed 8YSZ sin•ered a • 1 7000C and 18500C (8Y5SM 1700 and 8Y20SM 1850). (5-1) 
Fig. 5-1 shows a typical complex impedance plo• obtained bγthe frequency -response σ= 一一一­Rx s/t 
analysis in this w ork, w here the lef↑引de arc is associated wi• h • he la•• ice resis• ance , R" αnd 
Total the second one from the left is attributed • o the grain boundary resis• ance , Rg・
Third arc from the lef• , which can resistance of the elec↑rolγ↑e ， Rt, is consis•ed from R, and Rg・
no• be observed clearlγin this figure , depends on • he resis• ance of elec• rode and/or 
The AI arcs migh• be overlapped. in• erface be• ween elec• rode and electrolyte , Re・
R.D.*2/% strength / MPa S.T.*l/CC SiC /vol% 
298 7.0 99.3 1400 。8YSZ1400 degree of • he overlap depends on the difference of relaxα↑ion ↑ ime of the conduc• ion 
processes and the cell geome• ry[9] . 194 22.7 99.9 1600 。8YSZ1600 
SiC is a semiconductor ma↑eriα1 ， however, effect of elec• rical conductivi• y of SiC migh• be 584 747 
2.6 
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100 
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1850 
5 
20 
8Y5S1700 
8Y20S1850 
negligible in this measuremen•, because each SiC par• icle was isola• ed in ma• rix grain 
If SiC affects the conduc• ivi• y ,• he and/or at grain boundaries as show n in Fig. 5-2. 
446 
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8Y5SM1700 
8Y20SM1850 
conductivity for composites wil become much higher than tha• for the monoli•h, since the 
Followed de• ailed elec• ric resis• ance for SiC is 107 x 10-6 .Qcm a• room temperature [10]. 
resul• will be described for 8YSZ/SiC nano-and microcomposi• es. 
8Y20SM1800 has 2.6μm in rain size as a reference. 
叶: Sintering temperature. 
合2 : Relative density. 
*3 : Dificult to measure. 
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F?. 5-1 Typical complex impedance plot for polycrystalline 8YSZ by impedance analysis. R" 
iS associated with the lattice resistance , Rg-is attributed to the grain boundary resistance. 
5.3 Results 
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The ionic conductivity was measured for 8YSZ monolith sintered at 14000C (denoted bγ 
Fig.5 ・2 TEM image for 8YSZl20 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 1850oC. Each SiC pa仕icle is well 
dispersed at grain boundary and within matrix grains and isolated. 
8YSZ1400j, 8YSZ/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite at 17000C (8Y5S 1700) and 20 vol% SiC at 18500C 
(8Y20S 1850) w hich displayed the maximum strength in each composition. 
measurement was carried oul fm the monoli•h hot-pressed a • 1 6000C (8YSZ 1600) • o clarifγ 
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5.3.1 Nanocomposites 
Grain boundarv conductivitv 
Temperafure dependence of the grain boundary condudivity for 8YSZ monoliths and 
8YSZ/SiC nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 5-3. The conduc• ivity obviously decreased in 
order of 8YSZ 1600, 8YSZ 1400, 8Y5S 1700 and 8Y20S 1850. The depression of • he grain 
boundory condudivitγincreased w ith increasing SiC con• en•. As show n in Fig. 5-3 , some 
difference were observed in not only composites , 8Y5S 1700 ond 8Y20S 1850, bu• olso 
monoliths , 8YSZ 1400 and 8YSZ 1600. The adivation energy , E of grain boundory 
conductivity for each specimen isshown in Table 5-2, which was calculated from the slop in 
Fig. 5-3 bosed on the relotionship os expressed bγEq. (5-2), 
σT = Aexp(-E / RT) (5-2) 
w here ， σ" T, A, and R are condudivity , absolu• e • empera• ure , cons• ant and gas constant , 
respedivelγThe adivation energγfor grain boundary conduc• ivity increosed w i• h 
decreasing the condudivify , w hich indicα ↑ed thot oxygen ion wi• h low odivation energy 
can move eosily even ot low • emperature. Ac• ivo• ion energies of the composites were 
low compared with • hose of monoli什15. Furthermore 8YSZ 1400 had higher adivafion 
energy than 8YSZ 1600, the difference be• ween 8YSZ 1400 ond 8YSZ 1600 w os 0150 
reconfirmed in Fig. 5-3. 
Fig.5 ・3 The grain boundary conductivity as a function of temperature for 8YSZ monoliths 
sintered at 14000C and 1600oC, 8YSZl5 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 17000C 
(8Y5S1700) and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 18500C (8Y20S1850). 
Lattice conduc•ivi•v 
The lotice ionic conduc•ivi•y and the activofion energy for 8YSZ 1400, 8YSZ 1600, 8Y 5S 1700 
ond 8Y20S 1850 are described in Fig. 5-4 ond Toble 5-2. The la什ice conductivi•y for 8YSZ 1400 
ond 8YSZ 1600 seems to be olmos• some. 8Y5S 1700 also had similor conduc• ivity with both 
monoliths, in spite of inc orpora• ing SiC par•iculate, and octiva• ion energies of 8YSZ 1400 and 
8Y5S 1700 were almost same. However, the conductivity for 8Y20S 1850 was superior to the 
others , especially of low temperoture. This phenomenon is refleded in the oc• ivotion 
energy. The activa•ion energy for 8Y20S 1850 is much smoller •han the others. 
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Totol conductivity for both 8YSZ monoliths, 8Y5S 1700 and 8Y20S 1850 are show n in Fig. 5-
5. The conduc• ivi• y decreosed in order of 8YSZ 1600, 8YSZ 1400, 8Y5S 1700 and 8Y20S 1850, 
w hich is anologous to the groin boundorγcondudivity. The lower conductivity , groin 
boundory or 10• tice conduc↑ ivitγ ， governs the • 0 • 01 conduc• ivity. Thus the • otal 
conduc↑ ivitγfor composites seems to be domino• ed bγthe grain boundary condudivity , 
w hile for monoli• h by 10什 ice conduc• ivity. Therefore the difference of • 0 • 01 conduc• ivity 
between composites ond monoli• h W 05 reduced , even though • he totol conduc• ivity for 
composifes was lower thon monoli• h. 
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Fig . 5 ・4 The temper剖 ure dependence of latice conductivity for 8YSZ monoliths sintered 
at 14000C and 1600oC, 8YSZl5 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 17000C (8Y5S 1700) 
and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 18500C (8Y20S1850). 
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The o c •ivotion energγfor microcomposites microcomposites is olso indico•ed in Toble 5-2. 
were similar to 8YSZ 1400, ond the deference from 8YSZ 1600 wos olso smoll. 
Lottice conduc• ivifv 
The IÓ• tice conduc• ivi• y ond the oc• ivotion energy for 8YSZ1400 , 8YSZ1600, 8Y5SM 1700 
A• lower temperotures , the 
conductivity fm 8Y5SM 1700 wos lower thon thot for monoli• h, which wos similar to thot for 
αnd T oble 5-2. 5-7 shown in Fig. ond 8Y20SM 1850 ore 
low hod hond, 8Y20SM 1850 o • her • he On ↑ e作1peroture.Increoslng with 8YSZ 1400 
conduc• ivity compored with •he others , ond this phenomenon isogoinst •o nonocomposite , 
。1most sim ilor oc• ivotion for 
8Y20SM 1850, ond the octivotion energγfor 8Y20SM 1850 wαs higher • hon monoli• hs ond 
8Y5SM 1700. 
To• 01 conductivitv 
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conductivity olso reduced wi•h increosing SiC con1eけ ossαme os nonocomposites. 
monoli• hs, • hon conduc• ivi• y to • 01 lower hod microcomposites The 5-8. 
Fig . 5石 Total conductivity as a function of temperature for 8YSZ monoliths sintered at 
14000C and 1600oC, 8YSZ/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite sintered at 17000C (8Y5S1700) 
and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 18500C (8Y20S1850). 
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Table 5-2 Activation energy of grain boundary and la凶ce conductivity for the each specimen. 
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M icrocom posites 
Groin boundorv conduc•ivitv 
Fig. 5-6 show s the temperoture dependence of groin boundory ionic conductivity for 
5.3.2 
Fig . 5 ・6 The grain boundary conductivity as a function of temperature for 8YSZ monoliths 
sintered a114000C and 16000C, 8YSZ/5vol%SiC microcomposite sintered a117000C 
(8Y5SM 1700) and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 18500C (8Y20SM 1850). 
The 
conductivity 
decreosed in order of monoli• hs , 8Y5SM 1700 ond 8Y20SM 1850 os well os nonocomposite. 
8Y20SM 1850. 
The 
ond 
5-3. in Fig. 
8Y5SM 1700 
05 represented 
microcomposites , 
os so什le
8YSZ/SiC 
IS for monoliths 
ond 作1O noliths
conductivi• y 
8YSZ 
The difference of the conductivity be•ween monoliths ond microcomposi•es , however, wo S 
The oc• ivotion energy for smoller • hon tho• be1ween monoliths ond nanocomposites. 
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Fig. 5-7 The latice conductivity as a function of temperature for 8YSZ monoliths sintered a1: 
14000C and 1600"C, 8YSZl5 vol% SiC microcomposite sintered at 17000C (8Y5SM1700) 
and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 18500C (8Y20SM1850). 
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Fig. 5-8 The total conductivity as a function of temperature for 8YSZ monoliths sintered at 
14000C and 1600oC, 8YSZl5 vol% SiC microcomposite sintered 剖 17000C (8Y5SM1700) 
and 8YSZl20 vol% SiC at 18500C (8Y20SM1850). 
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5.4 Discussions 
5.4.1 Grain Boundary lonic Conductivity 
As described in Figs. 5-3 ond 5-6, some difference in grain boundory conduc• ivi• y canbe 
observed not onlγcomposites but olso monoliths. In generol , the grain boundary 
conduc ↑ivitγ(resistonce) of polycrystolline depends on its micros•ructure such os density and 
groin size. The groin boundory conduc↑ ivi ↑γincreases with increasing density[ll]. The 
condudivity increoses w ith increasing motrix groin size , hence , the resis• ance decreases 
with increasing grain size because of •he decrease in •he grain boundary leng•h or area[12]. 
I n addition, occording 10 Badw 01 針。1. [12] ，↑ he noture ond morphology of the grain 
boundary influence on • he resisfance. In de• ail ,• he na• ure of the grain boundary phase 
drasticallγchanged 0 • 14000 C •o 1 5000C for 10 mol% Y203 doped Zr02・ The grain boundary 
phase such as glassy phase , which was originated by an impurity , uniformly coa• ed grains 
w hen sin• ering • empera•ure was low (i.e ., 1 4000C). While above 15000C in sin• ering 
•emperature, the groin boundorγbecame cleaner, because the glassy phase become less 
viscous and squeezes out into • riple poin•. In fhe presen• work, i• is stil unclear how the 
morphologγand nature of the grain boundary affect the grain boundarγconductivity . On 
fhe other hond, the groin boundαry length should hove some effec•s on the resis•once, from 
the resul •s thot the groin size for 8YSZ 1600 wos much larger thon thot for 8YSZ 1400 os shown 
in Toble 5-1. AI specimens , however, were fullγdensified as show n in Table 5-1 , the 
influence of density should be less even ifthe density affec• s the condudivity , compared ' 
wifh effecfs of grain size. 
Fig. 5-9 shows the relationships befween grain size and grain boundary and la • tice 
resis• ance a • 402 0 C. The mean grain size for 8Y20SM 1850 con not obtained, therefore its 
grain boundary and la1 • ice resis• ance a • 402 0 C are show n in Table 5-3. The grain size , 
however, must be obove 2.6μm ， because the grain size for 8Y20SM 1800 (8YSZ/20 vol% SiC 
microcomposi• es sinfered at 18000C) was 2.6μm. From Fig. 5-9 , the grain boundary 
resistonce decreosed w ith increosing grain size , thus composites had high grain boundary 
resistance due fo fine microstrudure associated by dispersing SiC particulafe. In oddition 
to grain boundary length , fhe effecf of SiC parficles locafed 0 • grain boundary isconsidered 
os a reason for • he decrease in • he grain boundary conduc• ivity for the composites. The 
effects of SiC particles may be ex ploined as follow s. Firs t, the SiC par• icles cause the 
process of condudion through • he boundaries to be partially blocked , as well as • he case 
that the pore block the conduction w hen the density is low. Second, i• is the decrease in 
the effedive volume of grain boundary as conductive path by subs• i• ution of SiC at the 
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Lattice lonic Conductivity 5.4.2 These effeds ore proportionol • o volume of SiC por• iculote exis• s of boundorγfor 8YSZ. 
From Fig. 5-9 which shows • he 10• tice resistonce ot 4020C osαfunc↑ion of groin size , The confent of SiC porticles locoted 0• groin boundories essen• iolly groin boundories. 
10• tice 
conduc• ivity does no• depend on groin size. This resul• show 5 good ogreement with the 
results obtoined by ßodwα1 et 01. [1 2] , in which the groin size mode no effects on the lottice 
the obvious • ho• IS Thus, it similor resis• once. hove 8YSZ1600 8YSZ 1400 ond podicles. of SiC increoses w i• h the increose 匤 SiC volume frod卲n for 8YSZ ond size 
Furfhermore , os menf卲ned for densífico•íon ond groin growfh in Chopter 2, the decreose in 
resistonce , con•rory •o grain boundory resistonce. groin boundory diffusivi• y 0 •• he inferfoce be• ween 8YSZ mo• rix ond SiC dispersion moy 
In Fig. 5-9 , if con be observed thot fhe resis• once for 8Y5SM 1700 is higher thon thot of Therefore groin boundory condudivi• y. influence on the decreose in groin boundory 
describes • he 10•• ice 5-10 Fig. monoliths. • o hos similor resistonce 8 Y5S 1 700 w hich resis•once for 20 vol% SiC composi•es wi• h finer micros• ructure greotly increosed, compored 
conduc• ivify for 20 vol% SiC 
The obvious difference con be detecfed in micro-ond nonocomposites , ond 
bo• h nonocomposi• es in order • o compore micro-ond with 5 vol% SiC composites. 
composifes. grOln 。↑ fheporticles ond SiC by SiC dispersion micros• rudure Consequen!ly , fine 
5-2. 
Nonocomposifes cleorly hod higher 10什 ice conductivitγond lower oc• ivotion energy thon 
monoli• h, while microcomposi•es hod lower conducfivi• y ond higher oc•ivo• ion energy. 
os show n in Toble energy in octivo• ion 。Isoconfirmed be con difference • he boundory should couse fhe decreose in fhe grain boundory conductivity. 
As 
mentioned obove , groin size mokes no effed on the 10• tice condudivity , fherefore other 
Generolly , in oxides s• obilized Zr02, fodors oppeor • o be depended on fhe conductivi• y. 
• he tempero• ure dependence of conduc↑ ivi↑γdepends on • he diffusion coefficier汁 of
oxygen ion , which is voried bγo temperoture fixed solely by the oc•ivo•ion energy required 
The increose for 8Y20S 1850 ond decreose for 8Y20SM 1850 in for oxygen ion mobili• y[13]. 
coefficienf by odding SiC por•iculofe , respectively. 
oxygen diffusion coefficier叶 inlo ↑↑ice generoted between micro-ond nonocomposi•es ore 
• he 1α ↑↑ ice conductivi• y corresponds • o the increose and decrease of oxγgen ion diffusion 
The reasons whγthe difference of • he 
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Fig. 5-9 The relationship between mean grain size and grain boundary and lattice resistance 
at 4020C for 8YSZ1400 , 8YSZ1600 , 8Y5S 1700, 8Y20S 1850 and 8Y5SM1700. Open 
symbols and solid symbols indicate the grain boundary and lattice resistance, respectively. 
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Table 5・3G悶in boundary and latice resistance for 8Y20SM1850 at 402OC. 
Fig. 5-10 The temperature dependence of lattice conductivity for 8YSZ1600 , 8Y20S 1850 
and 8Y20SM1850. 
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Firs•Iy, the reoson why nonocomposites hove higher 10• tice conduc•ivity is discussed. 1 n 
the 8YSZ/SiC composite cαses ， ↑ ensile ond compressive uniform stresses due • o the 
coefficient of thermol exponsion (CTE) mismo•ch be•ween the 8YSZ ond SiC oc• on • he 8YSZ 
mo• rix ond SiC par• iculote , respedively , 05 shown in Toble 2-3. This tensile uniform 5• ress 
oc•ing on motrix increoses wi•h increosing SiC con• en• ond 0 number of SiC porticles within 
motrix groins OS men• ioned in Chopter 2 . け in ↑ roduces 5• rain ond expands of the ma• rix 
101 • ice . The 10 • tice exponsion con moke oxygen ion (02-) movement more eosily wi• hin 
the 10tlice , becouse the distonce be •ween zirconium ions (Zr4+) or Zr4+ ond Y' Zr W hich 
indico•es yl trium ion ('(3') substituted for Zr4+ αnd has 0 nego• ive eledric chorge extends. 
Besides Coulomb's force Ihot 0ユ suffers from Zr4 ふ and/or oxygen vacαncy (Y? is ot• racted 
from Y' lr decreoses due 10 the elongotion of distonce between 02-and Zr4+ ond Y凸 ond Y'Zr 
by lot •ice exponsion. 
On the contrary , 8Y20SM 1850 ex hibited 0 negotive effed of SiC dispersion on 1α ↑ tice 
conducfivity, in spite of hoving uniform strain 05 well 05 nonocomposi• es. Its uniform s"train 
is , how ever, less • hon nonocomposi• e , becouse nonocom'posite incorporo• ing 0 lot oif SiC 
parlicles within motrix groins possessed higher uniform stress depending on CTE mismotch 
Ihon microcomposi•e possessing SiC por• icles ot groin boundory. From now, the nego•ive 
effecl of SiC dispersion on 10什ice conduclivity is discussed. Nonuniform ond uniform stroins 
are lis• ed in Toble 5-4. Nonuniform stroin is 0 experimentol volue , while uniform one is 
estimoled from uniform stress in Table 2-3. In fod ,• he uniform s• roin for nαnocomposi↑ es 
mus• be less Ihan the volues in Toble 5-4 ond the reol strain should be be•ween •he vCllues 
estimo•ed for nono-ond microcomposi•es, because SiC por• icles loco• ed both wi• hin matrix ' 
groins ond ot groin boundary os shown in Figs. 2-13 (b) ond 5-2. In microcomposite , most of 
SiC par• icles locoted ot grain boundaries, w hich enhonce • o genera• e nonuniform strain. 
Some lattice should be exponded , ond others shrunk by the nonuniform s•ress. Compored 
nonuniform stroin with uniform stroin in eoch composition , bo•h stroins for composi• es except 
for 8Y20S 1850 are olmos• in similar level , ond then 10什ice exponsion in some grains by unilorm 
strain should be conceled by the 10• tice shrinkoge due •o nonuniform stroin. On the other 
hond, 8Y20S 1850 hos large uniform stroin compored w ith nonuniform stroin. Thus it is 
considered thot 8Y20S 1850 demonstro• ed differen• tendency for lot • ice conduc• ivity from 
other composites. The exponded lottice oppeors • o enhαnce 02-mobility os well os • he 
uniform strain cose , however, the shrunk lottice should reduce the mobili• y. This 
phenomenon con be considered to onologous •o the decreose in conductivity when some 
metol oxide with larger ionic rodius thon Zr4φ forms 0 solid solution with Zr020s shown in Fig. 
5-11 [14]. When 0 cotion w ith lorger ionic rodius thon Zr4+ substi• utes for Zr4+, lorge lottice 
strain generates. Since oxygen voconcγis ossocio• ed wi• h substitu• ion ion to relief the 
stroin, mobilitγof oxygen voconcy is reduced[14]. In the presen• w ork, ossociotion rnoγ 
occur be•w een Y?ond Y' Zr, becouse • he dis• once be• ween Y凸 and Y' Zr is shorten in shrunk 
守も
lot • ice ond compressive stress ond stroin imposed lot • ice . Thus V凸 mobili↑ y decreoses in 
shrunk lottice. The reduced V凸 mobility in shrunk lot • ice moγbe rote-limiting of ionic 
conduction , thus w hole loftice conduc↑ivitγdecreosed in 8Y20SM 1850 possessing high 
nonuniform stroin , even •hough uniform • ensile s•rain existed in mo•rix . 
Hence , nonuniform slroin should couse decreose in 10• tice condudivity , w hile uniform 
• ensile stroin reolizes the improvement in lot • ice conductivity. The 10• tice conductivi• y for 
eoch moteriol should be varied by the bolonce of uniform ond nonuniform s• roins . The 
differe nce of • he lot• ice conduc• ivity betw een 8Y5S 1700 and 8Y20S 1850 w ould be due •0 
the difference of the omoun• of uniform ond nonuniform s• roins. 
Consequentlγ ， nonocomposite system exhibits 0 good effect on the lottice conduc•ivity 
by the uniform s• ress induced bγthe CTE mismotch be •ween matrix ond second phose. 
Nonocomposite • echnique hos 0 possibilitγto increose ↑ heto ↑ α1 ionic condudivity of 8YSZ , 
when lorge uniform stress con be obtoined with low second phαse con•ent , ond most of the 
dispersion con be locoted within matrix groins. Fur• hermore , the decrease in • he grain 
boundary conduclivi• y can be depressed and la什 ice conductivi• y should be improved, if
lots of second phase are dispersed within exaggerated 8YSZ ma •rix grains. In those 
composites consis•ed from exaggero• e grains incorporating fine second phose , dislocations, 
w hich are generated in motrix groins by the compressive uniform stresses imposing SiC 
particles form sub-groin boundories as illustroted in Fig. 5-12. This phenomenon hos olreody 
repor• ed for AI203/SiC nonocomposites consisted lorge groin with sub-grain boundories , 
w hich possesses high s• rength even though grain size is over 20μm [15]. Thot is , it hos 0 
possibility 10 fobrico•e the composites having high totol conduclivity ond high strength. 
Table 5-4 Nonuniform strains measured by XRD and theoretical uniform strains calculated 
from u niform stresses in Table 2-3. 
Nonuniform strain Uniform strain合
8YSZ1400 。 。
8YSZ1600 。 。
8Y5S1700 1.6 x 1 0-4 3.9 x 1 0-4
8Y20S1850 5.8 x 1 0-4 14.1 x 1 0-4
8Y5SM1700 3.1 x 1 0-4 2.8 x 1 0-4
8Y20SM1850 9.0 x 1 0-4 10.0 x 10-4 
.Uniform strain ， σt ， is derived from theoretical uniform stress ， σt ， and Young's modulus, E. 
E= σr xE (5-3) 
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5.5 Conclusions 
and nano-o nd 8 YSZ/SiC measured for 8YSZ monoliths was conduc• ivity lonlc The 
The effects of SiC par• icles on grain boundary and lattice conductivi↑γ m icrocom posit es. 
was investigated and summorized 05 follows. 
Fine microstructure by dispersing SiC porticles ond SiC porticles ot grain boundory coused 
the decreose in the groin boundory conduc•ivity , while nonocomposite system exhibited 0 
10• tice conduc• ivity because of • he residuol s• ress induced by the CTE misma• ch good 
Finer second phose dispersed 8YSZ composites have 0 
possibility • o possess not only high ionic conduc↑ivi ↑γ ， but olso high froc• ure s• reng• h. 
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6 Summary 
In • his study , fhe improvements in high-• emperature strength for 3Y-TZP and • he 
mechanicol proper• ies for 8YSZ were attempted by using the nanocomposi• e • echnique 
which isvoluoble •os•rengthening ond toughening. The effec•s of nono-sized SiC dispersion 
on the micros•ructure ond fhe mechonicol proper• ies for 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ were investigated. 
For 3Y-TZP, fhe effects of SiC parficles on the fransformotion wos olso s•udied. Moreover, for 
8YSZ, fhe SiC effec• on fhe ionic conductivity wos discussed. To invesfigote nano-sized SiC 
porticles, some kinds of microぅized SiC porticles dispersed microcomposites were fobrico •ed 
ond their mechonicol properties were evoluoted. M ojor conclusions in • his s• udy ore 
summarized below. 
In Chopter 2, the difference of densificotion ond groin growth between 3Y-TZP ond 8YSZ 
monoli什lS ond the effects of SiC poけiculo ↑ e on densifico• ion, groin grow • h ond resicjuol 
5•resses/stroins we re discussed 
Dominon• mechonism of densificotion ond grain growth were different be• ween 3Y-TZP 
ond 8YSZ; 11101 for 3Y-TZP wos la什ice diffusion, and •hot for 8YSZ wos grain boundory diffusion 
ond movemenf. Therefore densifico• ion for 3Y -TZP progressed wi• hout groin growth, while 
enhonced groin growth wos observed during densificotion for 8YSZ. 
SiC dispersion strongly influenced on groin boundαry diffusion due • o • he increose of the I 
interfoce oreo between mo• rix ond second phose which hod low diffusivity, ond the pinning 
effect. Thus 8YSZ incorporoting finer SiC porticles hod finer ond more homogeneous 
micros• ruc•ure compored with monoli• h. For 3Y-TZP, w hich hos fine microstrudure 
intrinsicolly, tlle effects of second phose dispersion on densificotion ond grain growth were 
smoll , compared with 8YSZ cose. 
Dispersed SiC porticulofe generated residuol s• resses ond s• rains , w hich increase w ith 
increosing second phose content. SiC porticles w ithin motrix groins enhonced uniform 
stress ond strain, w hile porticles 0 • groin boundory in• roduced nonuniform stress ond s• roin 
Therefore , nonocomposites, including numerous in• rogronulor SiC port icles, hod higher 
uniform s•ress and stroin thαn microcomposites, ond then the 10• tice spocing for 
nonocomposi•es should be more exponded. 
In Chop•er 3,• he mechonicol proper•ies ot room femperature for 3Y-TZP /SiC ond 8YSZ/SiC 
nono-ond microcomposifes were evoluoted. The effects of SiC dispersion on the 
proper• ìes were invesfigoted , ond the effecfs of SiC porticulote on fhe phose transformofion 
were olso sfudied for 3Y-TZP/S? composites. 
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3Y-TZP/SiC composites 
The frocture s• rength wos nof improved by dispersing SiC por• icles. This is ot• ribu•edto 
groin growth during densifico• ion, becouse the high sin•ering temperoture wos necessαrγto 
densify composites due fo • he inhibifion of groin grow th for composifes. The s• rength for 
microcomposites greotly decreosed comporing wifh 3Y-TZP monolith. 
The nono-ond microcomposites hod higher froc• ure • oughness thon monolith. For 
nonocomposites,• he improvemen• in • oughness is due • o the increosing • ronsformobilify 
ond crock deflection by SiC por• icles. The increose in tronsformobili↑γis ottribu•ed • o 
residuol s• resses by CTE mismotch befween 3Y-TZP ond SiC , ond thus tronsformo• ion from • -
Zr02 to m-Zr02 wos enhonced in composi•e cose5. On the other hond, for microcomposifes , 
the crock deflection, bridging by lorge SiC por• icles ond microcrack ore moin toughening 
mechonism 
8YSZ/SiC composites 
The frocture 5•rength significon•Iy improved from 300 MPo for 8YSZ monoli什1 to 750 MPo 
for 8YSZ/20 vol% SiC nonocomposife due to fine ond homogeneous microstructure by 
dispersing finer SiC particulote. 1• is sugges•ed thot finer SiC porticle5 ore m ore effec• ive to 
improve • he s• rength. The fracture • oughness w os 0150 improved by odding SiC porticles 
due to fhe crack deflection ot fhe crack • ip. The improvements in mechonicol proper• ies 
were olso observed in microcomposite cases. The s•rength and toughness were 550 M P a 
and 3.1 MPam 1/2 , which is due •o grain size refinemen• ond crack bridging , respectively. 
In Chop•er 4, the high-•empera•ure mechanicol proper•ies for 3Y-TZP monolith , 3Y-TZP/SiC I 
nonocomposites , 8YSZ monolith ond 8YSZ/SiC nonocomposites were evoluo• ed. The 
effects of nono-sized SiC pα「↑ iculo ↑ e on mechonicol proper• ies ond plos• ic deformotion 
were investigated 
3Y-TZP/SiC nonocomposites 
The high-• empero• ure strength was sligh• Iy improved , due to the increose in Young's 
modulus and the toughness by incorpora• ing SiC porticulote. The increose in the toughness 
should be ottribu• ed to the increose in Young's modulus, crock deflection ond the residual 
stresses un• il • he stresses were fullγreleosed. Fur• hermore , plostic deformotion w os 
suppressed due •o inhibi• ion of groin boundorγsliding bγSiC porticles ot groin boundories. 
8YSZ/SiC nonocomposi• es 
The high-• empero• ure strength for composi• es wos improved bγdìspe円ìng S? 
porticula•e , which wos caused by increose in Young' s modulus, inhibitions of grain growth of 
motrix ond SCG. 8YSZ/20 vol% SiC composite hod more thon 500 MPo in sfrength ot 12000C 
without the rapid decreose in the strength ,• hus, this mo•eriols can be expecfed • o be used 
os 0 new structurol mo• eriol such OS AI203 or Si3N 4 ・
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In Chapter 5, the ionic conduc• ivity for 8YSZ monoli• hs and 8YSZ/SiC nano- and 
microcomposi• es were measured. The effects of SiC particles on grain boundary and 
la什ice conductivity was investigated and obtained following results. Fine microstructure 
bγdispersing SiC par• icles and SiC pα「↑ icles at grain boundary caused • he decrease in the 
grain boundary conduc• ivity , w hile nanocomposi• e sys• em exhibi• ed high 101什ice
conduc• ivity because of the residual stress induced by the CTE misma• ch be•ween matrix 
and dispersoid. 8YSZ composites wi• h finer second phase dispersed have a possibili• y • O 
possess not only high ionic conduc↑ivifγ ， but also high frac•ure s1rength. 
Finally, the conclusions in this work were summarized in this chapter. The disadvantoges 
of both 3Y-TZP and 8YSZ can be improved by dispersing nano-sized SiC particles , therefore 
which will contribufe to widen • heir applicafions , especiallγfor 8YSZ. M echanical 
proper• ies for 8YSZ both af room and elevafed • emperatures were remarkably improved; 
the results obfained in this w ork revealed fhe possibilitγ ↑ o new applications of 8YSZ as a 
structural material. Mα↑ erials design for 8YSZ based composi↑esαdopted in this studγis 
enabled to enhance not only high mechanical proper•ies , but also high elec•rical proper• ies 
The aufhor hopes that the results obtained in this study wil be useful for material science 
and engineering in fhe future. 
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